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Foreword

This timely and prosocati paper points out that the Federal
Government has played significaht role in the support of higher
education_ since_the leafs of the Republic, although the prime
responsibiliti, for !lancing higher education has historicall, rested
with the mat ollussing a.survec of the development and changing

patterns o ederal support, the authors .prov.ide a critical review of-
the di ctions of current federal policy. Implications are then drawn
abs t the effects of this policy on such national concerns as providing

ual educational opportunity and maintaining the quality of the
nations postsecondary education system. An important distinction is
made betueen the identification of federal policy thiough the legisla-
tive process of establishing plOgrams (atithoriiation) and the imple-
mentation Of federal frolic) through the legislative process of funding
programs (appropriation). _ .

Against the background of Congressional action to revise and
I
reneiv .

the pros isions of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972, cone
/.

. suleration is given to such critical issues as competing prioi-ities for
federal and state funds, different and in some cases diminishing en-
rollment trends, fed I-al emphasis on student aid almost to the ex-
clusion of institution 1 aid, and the 'pioblent of maintaining low-cost
public higher education wink at the same time preserving a viable
private higher education sector. TheAuthors point out that the cur-
rent student aid funding levels are insufficiein to bring about access
and reasonable choice to disadvantaged students.2:10 further argue
that increasing (lists and. iigolous financial needs tests are reducing
the college attendance rates of middle-income students. The princi-
pal shortcoming of federal policy, as developed in this I port, is that
it fails ".tcl promote the, health and diversit) of higher educational in-
stitutions.- Follordng this disclussion, ness directions for identifying
and implementing federal policv, to serve national purposes are
given, These directions ithlude student aid pi oposals for bringing
about equa edit( at ional ()plant unit) in the broad sense and direct
institutional n,ants Alcsigued to stringthon and improve instructional
programs. .

This report. sshich is the initial one of a series dealing with critical
issues in American postsecondary education in 1976, is intended to_be
of pointed interest and usefulness nut oil} to teachers kind educational

\
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researchers but as a reference and "centerpiece" for discussion to in-
dividuals and groups ,having administrative, policy-making, and de-
cision-making responsibilities in postsecondary education.

Clifton Conrad is assistant professor of education, School of Educa-
tion, University of Denyer. Joseph P. Cosand is professor and director,
Center for the Study of Higher Education, University of Michigan
and former U.S. Deputy Commissiond for Higher Education.
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Peter P. Muirhead, Director
ERIC/Higher Education
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Overview

.7

For nearly a decadeduring Aid) t4ime unprecedented growth
occurred followed immediately by a period of economic crisis
a vigorous debate took place concerning the role of the Federdl Gov-
ernment irlikmerican bigher,education. In the late-1960's and early
1970's, a significant number of study groupssuch' as the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education, the two Newman Task Forces, and
the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Educa-
tionmade a series of recommendations regarding the federal role.

II Some of these recommendations became government policy when the
,1972 Education Amendments were passed into law. This was viewed
by some as marking a new direction in the federal role in education,
however others wished to acid additional considerations to the Amend-
ments. In the past four years, federal funding patteins have shifted
dramatically from a pattern of direct institutional aid to funding
higher education by awarding financial aid directly to students,
especially those students from Ipw-income families.

The current pattern of federal' involvement seems firmly estab-

lished, but many educators believe there is need for a reexamination
of the role the Federal Government is now playing in the affairs of
higher education. The purpose of this report is to address that ques-
tion, since it appears that too much of the recent debate has focused

on the strengths and weaknesses of particular student aid programs
and not enough attention has been given to the more overriding issue

of the shift in recent federal-aid-to-educatiOn policies. This report is

intended to be a discussion;piece on this issue.
The first chapter presents a brief overview of the history of the

federal role. Four major stages are identified, the focus being on the
most recent period (1970.to the present). Particular attention is given

to the 1972 Education Amendments, including the newly-authorized .
student aid programs and the new federal relationship with the
states. Recent fundi g patterns are discussed to highlight the im-
portance of the A endments and to identify the major trends in
federal higher education policy.

,
The next chapte4 considers the implications of federal policy in the

achievement of two noional goals: (1) equality of opportunity and
, ,(2) institutional health and diversity.,In the matter of equality of op-

portunity, it is purported that while some progress is being made to-

8
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,ward the achidement of universal access, the broader goal of greater,/ social equality, is not being realized by the majority of groups pre-
viously denied access to higher education. Equality of opportunity,
defined both in terms

,
auniyersal access and,greater-social equality,

has not been dequately fosteted through current federal student aid,
programs, vs hi h are aimed Zlireck at disadvantaged students.,Un-
equal and ina lequate funding of current student aid- programs sug-
gestsgests that acce -will not substantially increasfor disac vitntaged stu-
dents. For 11' se students gaining entrance to hi glie education for
the firs time, the promise of socio-economic mobilit through' freer
ac to educa ion has been, and will likely continue to be, tempered

nds in t le job market for college graduates, which suggests a
margin l late f return on their college inyestment.

institutional hea,lth and dixerSity is defended as a major national
goal, primarily on,the mounds that the current federal emphasis on
student ARM u ding is accepted as a mechanism for reconciling the
goals of bcith_ quality of oppoitunity and institutional health and
diversity.. Thai is, disadvantaged students will be allowed greater
access while ii stitiltions indirectly become a beneficiary of federal- ,support throu i these students. The existence of a present and grow- ..-

, ,--
ing financial crisis in American higher education is hriefly c,l_octi-

mentecl. While this crisis is not attributed directly_ to feddralyolicy, it
is argued that current federal funding of postsecond"-y education
through studet ts. has not necessarily served as an effective means to
promote the h alth and diceisity.of higher educational institutions.
In pal titular. t w implementation guidelines of many student aid pro-
grams and the level of federal support have contributed only minor
assistance to p sate institution-S. It is predic ted that if federal funding"'

...----;;

continues to ollow ifs present course, the achieveinentof both ,.

equality of op )ortunity, in general, and inctitutiona health and di-
versity may -be placed in further jeopardy. ---------

Following tl e discussion of implications, the final (haw' 'offers
three recomin nclations for the -frile-i--al role in higher educatiOn.

,-------- . .These recomm rlation,up.-,gest a new direction, and challenge cur-
rent federal p licyas well as the proposals made by a number of
national come iis-sTns concerned withi the federal role. Most im
portantly, it i suggested that institutional grants for Instructional
purposes serve as a second major vehicle of federal -suppOrt. Institu-
tional grants, i roughly equal pro,portions, should take the form of
cost-of-educatio supplements and direct institutional grants. This.....
means that' the overall trend of federal funding of postsecondary edu-
cation almost e tirely through students should be-reevNltrated. .

2
9,
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Finally, it is recommended that ,direct institutidhal support for
postsecondary educatioictliould be complemented by student aid pro-
grains for eligible students, especially through the BEOG, SSIG,
CUTS, and GSL programs. This recommendation also emplrasizes,
houever, major modifications in their-plogiam fe.oures and increased
levels of funding.
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A Review of Federal Higher Education Policy .

One way to trace the, role of the Federal Government in American
higher education is chronologically, illustrating major trends and
identifying significant dates and events. Taking this approach, four
stages or chronological periods .of change in federal policy can be
distinguished and will be discussed: ,(1) -1636 to 1862; (2) 1862 :to-
1945; (3) 1945 to 1970; and (4) 19.70 to the present.

Stage One: i636-1.1
_ During Stage One ofily a hin

o was apparent. The. fir precedent of goverfiment support was
at the local level whe, le General Court of .Massachusetts appro

/
priated moniev-to
Although sever of the Founding Fathers, including Washington
and Jeer 1, were in favor of a national university, there was no
*mention in the Constitution of a 'ffederal role in higher education.
Support for a national uniVeisity ''corqintied to build in the -latter
part of the, eighteenth century, but this objective was never realized
because of a distrust on the part of the states of centralized govern-
ment and control (DeVane 1965, p. 121).

The initial federal involvement in higher'education resulted from
the pasSage of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787. This .act was moti-
vated less by a concern for higher education than by an interest in
the,,settlement of new lands and in the money from their sale. To
promOte the desirability of the Northwest Territories to early

a settlers, Congress included a provision in the Ordinance to reserve
two townships, for the support of university (Axt 1952, P. 27,). As'
a consequence of the Ordinance, each state, admitted to the Union
after 1802, %vitt only three exceptions (Maine, Texas, and West Vir-
ginia), was granted land as an endowment for a ugiversity (Knight
1960, p. 42).

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Congress established
military institutions to, serve the, national interest for highly skilled

'manpower, The U. S. fililitigy Academy at West Point was estab-
lished yin 1802 and the -U. S. Naval 'Academy was begun in 1845.
.Mithough West Point was not a national university in the sense that
many, of the Founding. Fathers had envisioned, its establishment
exemplified for the first time the willingness of the Federal Govern-

4



"ment to support higher educational institutions to produce skilled
manpo'wer (Babbidge and-R-o-s 962, p. 7).

. -
The Dartmouth College Case of 180 lec to a Supreme Court

ruling that a charter given to an institution is irrevocable. This.case
is credited with fostering the dual system (private - public) of higher
education that exists to .t14,js day in the United States.' Although this
case_slid not lead to increased federal involvement in higher educa-
tion. it encouraged the establishment of institutions independent of
the government and stimulated state governments to provide higher,
education for its citizens. 4

In 1830 the Federal Gmerpinent began to tap die research potential
of higher educational institutions. The Franklin Institute of Phila-
delphia was given a federal contract for investigating the cause of
explosions' in steam boilys'IHamilton, and Laufer 1975, p.-,3). Al-
though the Federal Government became more actively involved in
American higher education at the turn of the nineteenth century,'
this first stage was only a portent of a major federal role.

4... 4

,'
'Stage Two: 1862-1945

This second period marks the first major involvement in American
higher education by the Federal Go-Vernment. However, federal

":''
participation

I
during this entire penod occurs throughlegislative ,-

actionaction in terms of specific federal ,concerns. While a sustained,Jed-
eral commitment to the vitality of higher education is rairrealized;
federal4egislation and funding patterns begin to day the groundwork
for the post-World Wor,II view of higher education as being in the
national interest'. . .. .
',- The first significant involvement in higher education by the Fed-
eral Government followed the passage of the Morrill Ain of 1862.
,This legislation gave land-grants to the states. The proceeds from
the sale of these lands were _to form a perpetual fund in each state
to establish one college in which the _Mechanical_ fits and agriculture
would be taught (Axt 1952, p. 38). The land-grant, colleges were to
emphasize vocational and professional education rather than "liberal

,.--z2 --
education," and research activities were to be "practical" and directly

,./.---,/applicable to the needs of a growing nation. The passage.of tl
Morrill Act marks the emergence of a definable federal role in i er
education,.because it, w. .

Introduced the policy of categorical grants for institutions 4
higher education (Wolk 1968, p. 10). . ' 7 t

-'

. Did not .require land-grant institutions toz," -1 public hr.strpport,.

12
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(
*thereby setting an i portant precedent Chat federal support would

not be limited.to pu is institutions.
-1., _

Established the licy whereby. the Federal Government, would
provide for the "general welfare" in totrengthening manpower deNelop-

i ment, ih* designated 'areas. . ,

Recbgtlized the...need for higher educational institutions to re-.
main autonomous in control. - .

However, following the MortiI ll Act, federal involvement in higher
ecificatiov was erratic until the Second World War. -Still, some pieces
ofAlegislation became harbingers of the current federal role. A De-
partment of EducatiOn ae into being in 186 ,.. wiih the sole pur-

a , v ,

pose of _gathering and;disseminati4ng information ,about education.
0 Although two ytrs later the Deparnerrt was relegated to "office"

status, the importance of education to the nation was established in
the titireaperacy . / .. ,

, .
The Hatch itet of 1887 marked the first rederal support to he --

st"?tes for "praCtical research," and the 'Second *mill Act i01890
authorized. fc9eral funding in specific subjects: agriculture, engineer-
ing, and 'the natural sciences (Wolk 1968, p. 10). The importance

' Of the Morrill .,,,w Of 1890 influenceOhigher education in two' major
- ways.. Firswthe ,annual incOrni of land-grant institutions' was more

. than doubled by ',federal sources," thereby,further committing the
government to support these institutions. Sec'ond, this funding

)simultaneously marked an upswing in the importance, .quality, and, quantity of pplic highet education. According, to a report of a
recent task.16.,rie studying federal .lid tq education: "With the pas-
sage df :the Second Morrill .Act in 1890 the Congress adopted a.

`; , policy of annual appropriations to the land-grant college's (Hamilton
and Laufer 1975, -p.10).,- . ... ., 6,

During the First World War, 'there-Vere several piece's of legisla-

. tibn that seised to -heighten the fedial involvement in higher edu=
cation. ,,The Smith Lever Act, of 1911 provided matching hinds for ,
extension services in agriculture and home economics. The Nation 'al

.,Defense Act of 1916 contained...the basis for' the Reserde Officer
(Trpinil.g Corp's that later served as a significant source of revenue
to many institutions. The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 was an exten-
sion of theFitst Moirilf,,,Nct and provided federal support for vOCa-

iition c 1 :education. Following thrwar, the Vocational Rehabilitation
Act ( 1941v,i_s passed, which provided 'for the training of veterans

.^
. wno could not find suitable work. A year later, war surplus materials .

1.
were sold' to college} Liind universities.at very little cost. These few.

, I. ''. . &

.. . ..,,
v . ,., j
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exceptions notwithstanding, federal interest in higher education
waned between World :War I and the Depression.

During the Depression, the Federal Government supported educa-
tional programs through several pieces of legislation. The Federal
Emergency Relief Administration initially instituted the College Stu-
dent Work Program in -1935. Approximately 1,500 colleges'partici-,
paced in the program, which provided about 620,000 students with
part-time jobs to enable them toreniain in college (Axt 1952, p. 81).
This federal program stimulated college attendance during a period
when state and private resources, for higher education were being
seriously rekticed. In addition, the Public Works Administration
helped to finance construction at colleges and universities, although
the' support was only provided to public institutions.

ernWar II marked a turning point in the heretofore fluctuating
relationship between higher education and the Federal Government.
Two major trends are cohspicuous) (1) rapidly grOwing federal sup-
pori of reselYch, and (2) student financial assistance for veterans.
During the War, research contracts at major universities were financed
by the Federal Government with the intention of finding technologi-
cal solutions to winning the war. War veterans, totalling thiee and
one!liqlfmillioh in number, received financial aid direCtly frpm the*
Federal Government under the auspices of the Servicemen's Re-
adjustment Act of 1944, better known as the G.I. Bill of Rights.
This egislation was largely ,responsible for the near doubling of, ...-

4
-*:eollgge enrollments . from- 1940 to 1950; by 1947; one'of every two

college Students were being' funded by the G.I. Bill (Van Alstyne
1975, p. 2).

Stage Three' 1945-1970
Prior to, World War II, federal involvement, in higher education

had primarily consisted of those inajor pieces of legislation that
closely paralleled periods of war or depression- The Second World
War, by. stimulating increasing federal involvement in research and
aid to returning i'eterans, marked the beginnings of a flderal policy

built upon the belief that the Federal Government should provide.
support to higher education because it was clearly in the national
interest. The post-War period was one, of unprecedented ,growth °

in higher education; this expansion was not unrelated to substantial
increases in federal support for higher education.

The Cold War of the late 1.40's and 1950's produced an enormous
fear of communist aggression in this country. As one way of pre-
paring 'for the national defense, the FederarGovernment increasingly

14 7
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suppprted the expansion of research in the 'nation's colleges and
universities. ,In 1940,tke Federal _Govsrnment had provided a mod-
est $15 million -in grants and contracts to universities for research
and development. Two decades later, the figure hacigrown to $4'62
million and was rapidly increasing (DeVane 1964, p, 126).

In addition to research funding, large sums of federal monies_were
appropriated for such _related purposes as deel pmentprograms in

scholarships. Federal *legislation at-Tcr'rairrT e 1950's and 1960's
higher education, specialized mitling and educ do , fellowships, and

stimulated- the attendance of students as, well as encouraging the
expansion of collegiate physical plants and the Upgrading of the
undergraduate curriculum. Federal money and policy became a
significant force behind .the unprecedented expansion of American
`higher education. iniTzget--two decades...-Bf 196.3, more than 2,100
institutions of higher education received some form of federal aid
(Hamilt'on and Laufer 1975, p. 25).

ti

Before 1958, however, the Federal Government had not assumed
a heavy obligation for the support and improvement of higher edu-
cation. The government had primarily employed the services of
universities and colleges fOr 'its own particular purposes and needs.
The pdssage of the National Defense Education Act in 1958 signi-
fied the beginning of a federal commitment to the well-being of
higher education as a major contributor to the strength and vitality
of the nation. Congress declared that "the security of the Nation .
requires the fullest development of_the mental resources and techni-
cal skills of its young men and women . This requires pro,
grains that will give assurance that no studeht of ability will be
denied an opPortunity". (Dr higher educatiOn- because of financial
need." A program of student loans and graduate fellowships was
begun'''s, to implement the,new policy. More directly than ever before,
theya0ge and _funding of the NDEA prograin represented a federal
-knimitment to higher education bged on ,the.premise that the pur-
poses of higher education are closely allied with the 'national in-
terest. ,,'

Federal research grants notwitlwanding, -federal support gradually
turned to institutional aid in the form of categorical grants for
special purposes. Two pieces of legislation. were of particular im-
portance. The Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 provided .

tc) both grants and loans to institutions of higher education for the
construction 'of academic and library -facilities. More important, the
Higher Education Act of 1965 was concerned with the direct alloca-
tion, of funds to institutions. Included were the following authorized

. .
8
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major program areas: community service-and continuing education
programs (Title I); library resources (Title II); aid to developing'
institutions (Title 'III); improvements. of educational instruction

,(Title VII); and conktruction of academic facilities (Titles VII and
VIII).

In addition to. institutional aid, a new federal go'al of "universal
access" to higher education emerged from the Great Society programs
of the mid1960's. President Johnson's Higher Education Amend-

ments (1965) provided the first legislatiOn for student grant assistance "

to disadvantaged students, Title IV establish d C Educational Op-
portunity Grant ,Program, the College I'Wo k Study Program, and

.Elie GuaranteFd -Student Loan Program. Ithough few programs
have been -funded at authorized levels, the Fe feral Government made

a major commitment to "univ sal access" "equality of educational
opportunity."

In summary, time were several pronounced trends in federal policy
toward higher education from 1945 through the late 1960's. First,
the Federal Government became a major source of funds for student
grants arid loans--in large measure to promote the achievement, of
universal access. Second, the Federal Government increasingly viewed
higher -education in the national interest and institutions as a con-
sequence were funded through a variety of grants, contracts, and
loans. Although nearly all of this institutional aid was for special
purposes, such as research, buildings, and training the Federal Gov-
ernment was no longer supporting higher educfiti n solely for its

,own purposes. Higher education was accepted . a major national
resource and federal support was in large me tire directed toward
promoting the healtli and diversity of American -higher educational
institutions.

Stage Four: 1970-present
Based ,upon gfederal higher education policy since World War

the Federal Government has, in our view, accepted several special
responsibilities. The identification of these broad federal goals serves
as a useful benchmark For the examination of recent trends iri federal
higher eclucatton policy. These federal responsibilities include:

To prOmote "equality of ethicationalnpportunity" in American
higher education. = ----

To promote and helpmaintain an excellent system of
ayo

higher

education as li-Cy- in the national interest. ,

----Toprornote a systkm of postsecondary _education that is diversif

9
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fled as to purpose and control, including both public and private
institutions. * 4 I... _

Despite total increases irr federal expenditures for higher educa-
tion

.
tion and with the m... ajor exception of Affirmative Action, there has
keen a major trend toward "withdrawal" of direct. federal involve-

.c, - inent in postsecondary education. In the early 1970's, discussions in
the Congress frequently centered around two major issues: (1) the
relationship of the federal Government to the states in terms pf their
relative responsibility for higher education, -and (2) whether institu-ylion's should continue to receive federal uncial support directly
or whether financial assistance should large y be channeled through ,

students. The Education Amendmetits of 1972 represent the out-
comes of these clebares which, in effect, established the climate of
gradual federal withdrawal from'direct institutional aid and moving
toward the acceptance of student aid programsessentially through
a "market model"as a more effective and efficient method for the .

'federal support of postsecondaty education, primarily at the irnder-
graduate level.

The 1972 Amendments called for the development of state 1202
Commissions. The Amendments required that states desiring certain

ks

types of federal financial assistance form state commissions with She
power "to make studies, conduct surveys, submit recommendalions,
'or otherwise contribute the best expertise from the institutions, in-
terest groups, and segments. of society moSyconcerned with a par-
ticular -aspect of the Connnission's work" (Public Law 92- -319, Title
IX, §1202). Proprietary schools, vocational schools, and technical
institutes were to be the concern of the 1202 commissions as well

.as the "traditional" public and private institutions of higher educa-
don. By seeking to foster the adoption of state planning commissions,
the government' hoped to maintain and encourage diversity, foster

e. the dissemination of new ideas, and discourage duplication of services,
to provide the state With a stronger and more.efficient.system of post-
secondary education. But symbolically, at least, an underlying mes-
sage of Section '1202 was that the states sliOuld assume more respon-
sibilify for thefinancing of postsecondary education.'

Thi. Changing Pattern of FederalFunding .
Figure 1 displays federal appropriations for higher education from

1964-1965 to 1974-1975. Although these appropriations levelled off
beginning in 1967-1968, federal appropriations have risen steadily
inconstant dollars. I4owever, as the rate of inflation accelerated,
there was a decline between 1973-1974 and 1974-1975 in .money.

/"--
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Figure 1. Federal Appropriations Relating to Higher Education, 1964-
65 to 1974-75; qnd Percentage of GNP
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Source: -Carnegie Council on Policy Studies 1975, P. 10.

;72, /
appropriated for higher education in both constant dollars and as
a percentage of the Gross National Product.

The steady rise in total federal exiiwndi tures can largely', be at
tributed to annual increases In student aid expendithres. Figure 2

illustrates the upward trend in federal appropriations for student aid
programs. To some extent, the increases in student aid programs have
been unplawed. For example, expenditures, on veteran's benefits,
socjal security benefits, and interest and defaults on insured loans are
open-ended and nondiscretionary. In lilrge measure, however, student
aid expenditures can be tied ,,to changes 'in federal funding patterns
following the passage 'of. the Edicition Ame(ndments of 1972.
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Figure 2. Federal Applopriation,s for Selected Student Aid Programs;
in Current Dollars and ,Constant (1962) dallars, 1964.65 to 1979-75.
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The Educatio mendments marked a new approach to the fi-

nancing of high r education and could become nearly as important
in their impact n nigher education as the Land Grant Act of 1862.

In brief, the b 11 e ended most of the federal programs affecting

higher educatiR as a Chorized,in previous legislation and added new
programs of asst stance r st ents. In addition, thete were,provisions

for aid to `institutions i vo ving formulas based on the amounts of
federal monieslreceived b nd for the aid of financially disadvanraged
students. The major featu of the legislation rovided for a new
program of basic grains to clividttat stude based on need, and
indirect "follow-up" support r institutio s that attempted to ex-
tend postsecondary educational pportunitie to significant members
of students from low-income famt 'es. The pr tously well-established

federal pattern of. funding higher ucaticni thr ugh direct grants to
institutions was replaced by a patte Of suppo t channeled directly
and indirectly thtough students.

Following the 1972 Amendments, nding patterns shifted from
institutional grants to student grants r low-income students via

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. EOG's). Previously, the

National Defense Education Act of 1958 h d authorized direct stu-

dent loans and later the Higher Education Ac. of 1965, Title IV, had
provided the first federal scholarships for and graduates under the
Economic Educational Opportunity Grants. T 1972 Educational
Amendments autholized BEOG as' the basic grafi for students to be

awarded solely on 'the basis of demonttrated
According to advocates of and many prOpo ents of student

aid in general t gram could ideally be expect d to have the
f_9119341inguages:

It would encourage free student choice of institution and field f study.

Through its emphasis on aid to students rather thari aid to ins tutions,
it would encourage diversity and preserve institutional atttono y and

integrity.
It would assist both Public and private institutions.
And, as an integral part of its contribution to equality of opportt nity.

it would ensure a relatively large flow of student aid funds to s tes

and areas with low per capita incomes, and to institutions that enro led

large proportions of row-income students (The Federal Role in P st-
secondary Education 1975, pp. 22-23).

3.

Under the current provisions of the BEOG program, the maxi um
grant for a student whose family cannot make any contribution for
his educational expenses is. 1,400 for an academic year. Howe er,

Si 0
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the grant many not eieed 50 percent of the actual cost of attendance
at the institution in which the student is enrolled. Critics of the pro-
gram have attacked the restrictive eligibility requirements, the 50 per-
cent limit on the cost of attendance, and the lack of adequate funding
of the program., Still, BEOG continues to be° heralded as the major
federal vehicle of student. aid; in 1975-1976, for example, funding
had increased to $715 million.

The Education Amendments also modified severarstudent aid pro-
grams and expanded the poOl of eligible students. Student assistance
was extended for the first,time to individual proprietary institutions.
By the end of 1975, federal student aid was being chiefly funded
through the following four programs in addition to the Basic Edu-
cational Opportunity Grants: Supplemental Educational Opportunity

-Grants (SEOG's), College Work-Study brantOCWS's), State Student
Incentive Grants (SSIG's), and various loans including National Di-
rect Student Loans (NDSL's) and Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL's).
SEOG's, CWS's, and NDSL's are controlled by the particular post-
secondary institution the student chooses to attend. Under the BEOG
and GSL programs, fecleralassistance is in the form'of direct aid to
the student and therefore is tied to a specific institution only insofar
as the cost of attending that institution is concerned.

Observers agree that federal fpnding for many of these student aid
programs remains relatively low.,,Table 1 shows the funding-pattern
for grants and loans and the gradual increases in both current and
constant dollars in- federal ,support. Tables 1 and 2 show the variances
in 'the specific total appropriations for the different authorities. It is
important to note that funding for the BEOG program has risen,
substantially in its first foul }ears of existence, from $122 million in
1973 to $715 million in 1976.

While the trend in federal support is clearly toward student aid,
this interpretation must be tempered for two reasons. First, federal
funding for all student aid programs has not yet' approathed the
authorized funding levels. Second, appropriations for ether student
aid programs (such as social security payments) and interest and de-
fault costs of the guaranteed Student Loan Program contine to rise
because they are open-ended and have continually required increased
levels of federal support. Still, the current pattern and level of federal
support suggests a major federal commitment to financing post-
secondary education through 'students. The 1972 Education Amend-

ments -provided the major impetus for this trend.
The original Education Amendment bill of 1972 had provisions

14
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Table 2. Comparison of Selected Appropriations for Last Year and
This Year

Office of Education"

Student Assistance:

Fiscal
1975

Fiscal
1976

Interest on insured loans ..°.5382,400,000 $452,000,000
Defaults on insuredA loans 197,600,000 201,787,000
Direct Loans 321,000,000 321,000,000
Basic opportunity grants 660,000,000 715,000,000
Supplemental opportunity grants 240,300,000 240,093,Q00
Workstudy 300,200,000 490,000,000
Cooperative education 10,750,000 10,750,000
State studentincentive grants 20,000,000 44,000,000

Programs for the disadvantaged 70,331,000 70,331,000
Payments to colleges enrolling veterans .. . ..... 23,750,000 23,750,000
Developing ,institutions 110,000,000 110,000,000'

Construction:
Loan subsidies .... . ........ . 0 0

Grants ..... 0- 0

Language training and area-Iudies 14,000,000 16,000,000
University community services 14,250,000 12,125,000
Land-grant colleges 9,500,000 9,500,000
Undergraduate instructional equipment . t. 7,500,000 7,500,000

College personnel development: t.
College teacher fellowships 4,000,000 1,000,000
Public service training ...... . 4,000,000 4,000,000
Fellowships for the disadvantaged 750,000 500,000
Mining fellowships ................. 1,500,000 3,000,000

Education professions development: ^

Career opportunities and urban/rural programs 8,139,000 5,462,000 .

Teacher Cores 37,500,000 37,500,000
Caceer education 10,000,000 10,135,000' ,

Education for the handicapped:
-R&D projects 9,341,000 11,000,000
Manpower development . 37,700,000 40,750,000

College library r&ources 9,975,000 9,975,000
-Educational broadcasting facilities . . 12,000,000 12,500,000
Environmental education ..... . . o . . 1.900,000 3,000,000
State postsecondary education commissions 3,000,000 3,5000
Women's equity ediicatiqn . 0 6,270,000

-s:
Other H.E.W. Programs

Fund for Imptoveinent of Postsecondary Education 11400,000 13,300,000
' National Center for Education Statistics ... . 9,100,000 13,000,000

National Institute of Education . . . . 70,000,000 70,000,000

Source.;.Winkler, September 15, 1975, p. 3.
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for direct institutional aid. Albert Qine (R-Minn.) urged that at least
one-third. Of the new aid be based on a percentage of federal funds
an institution already receives for needy students,,EdithUreen (D-.

Oregon) had developed aformilla for direct ciPitatiorfi Thitt-ba
numbers of students and' level of enrollment. Ifoth .formuls- caned
for direct grants to institutions, although both inClude's bile under-
pinnings that the aid be ultimately directed to stude. s.

, -
The final form of the bill wasIvery different. T 1972 Amendments

7

authorized/ the distribution of aid td instit ions solely on the' basis
of formulas relating to receipt of feder funds by and for students
who wereolefined as eligible tor su federal assistance. Such direct
grants to institutions were to to the following form: 4$ percent of
such giants would be awarde on the basis of dollars received by the
institution for t tational pportunity Grants (EOG's),'w,ork-study
grants, and National efense,Student Loans. Another 45 percent of
the new aid would be"/ba. d on formillas relating to numbers of stu-
dents receiving trvly auth.41,zed federal Basic Oppdrtunity Grants,-
The remaining 10 percent would,,be bast(' on numbers of gradmite
students. Ishould be noted that 'fully 90 percent of the allocatioh
would b9 tied to student aid, whether i the form of grants or loans.
More importantly, this provision can e into effect oily `Wilen
Co gress appropriates sufficient funds to c ver at to d'Iierctra of

!tie basic grant to which each student is,eruittiK . As 4o(FY 1916, this
condition has been met but the institutional cost of-instiuction grants
remain unfunded. ._ \

Institutional-aid continues to be appropriated to colleges and Uni-
versities for specific. purposes, such a'S research, construction and train-
ina.But many of these prograttrs lia've been left unfurid d or- under-
funded in terms of authorized levels of funding. Table 2, or example,
shows that the Aid for Developing Institutions progra remains at
1975:levels for the. net fiscal year while grants :and loans for con-
struction continue to be unfunded. -- r,

To be sure, federal .policy toward higher eduction is -not con-
ceived in a vacuum. There are a substantial number of interest groups
continually trying to gffect policy in terms of corapcsing'vigions of
what role the FederallGovefinnent should play in pospecondaty edu-
cation. Heated discussions concerning equality of opportunity, -gov-
ernment aid to religiously-iffiliated.institutions, ancrthe tuition °gap
between the public and private sector, .among other issues, may lead
to) new' ourse of federal involvement. .

But since the passage of the 1972,Education AmCndinehts, there
. ,
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has been a new and definitive, pattern of federal funding for post-
secondary education that is firmly establisheck at least for the im-
mediate. future. Existing student aid programs have been modified to

---promote,the often s ted goal of equality of opportunity. Moreover,
landmarkregislation ale 1972 Amendments provided the BEOG
program with direct gr is for low-income students. The'pattern of
federal assistance for post condary education has shifted dramatically
from institutional aid, chi y in the form of categorical grants for
special purposes, to student 'd as the major mechanism of financial
support.'

O
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Federal Policy and the, Issues of Equility and Diversity

o

At least four major difficulties are confronted in addressing _O)4irrif
plications of current trends in federaLeducation policY. First, to tat
extent are there identifiable major trends? Second, what is: Vie likek
hood. that any trends «ill be altered by interest group forcesivhich,-in
large measure, shape federal policy. Third, what national goals should
serve af the standard against which federal policy can be discussed and

,evaluated? Finally, only three years after the passage of the 1972 Edu-
cation Amendments, which created a major shift in federal policy, how,
can one assess the implications of a policy that has beed-i.nkxistence
for such A snort period? Might not certain implications be 'a function
of federal policy before 1972, not to mention a series of other rival
factors, such as the growing state invorvement in the financing_ of

_

postsecondary education? ts

The t-r'sr-chapter dealt with trends in federal policy toward higher
education. Public law 92.313, the Education Amendments of 1972,
has provided the basis for_tunLei_rt federal legislation. AlthOngli fund-
ing thresholds have-fluctuated considerably in the past three nes,
federal funding of higher education has increasingly shifted from
funding other than through student aid to a variety of student
aid programs. The only direct institutional support not tied
to student grants was $200 for each FfE (full-time equiva-
lent) post-baccalaureate student (Leslie .1973, p. 3), construction
grant, special purpose grants '(such as aid for developing in§titii:,

Lions) and several minor categorical aids to institutions as noted in
Table 2. The dominant trend in federal highet education policy. is
therefore toward student aid and away from the various forms of in- -

stitutional grants that formed the general pattern of federal support
prior to 197g..

lie problem of intelest group_pressures for changes in the fede-
rlrfolo is more difficult to assess. At the present time, it appears that

i groups opposed to current federal^ policy have not yet marshalled:

sufficient political' support to seriously threaten the' status quo.

F r purposes of analysis, it is necessary to assume that federal policy
1 ely to follow; indefinitely the general pattern of support estab-.' .

hed in 1972. . .
While assuming a relatively consistent pattern of federal involve-

G
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Ment, it is necessary to establi.,01 criteria against which to consider the
implications bf 'federal policy. The first chapter suggested two national
goals that might serye as the benclun`ark for the evaluation of federal
policy. Federqpirrvolveinenctila;s, been premised on a variety of in-
dividual and group goals. However, tile two goals of equality of op-
portunitY and institutional health and diversity have served most .

frequently a6 standards 'for the evaluatimi of the federal role,
especialty-\sitlr xcferynce to undergraduate education. The Carnegie
Commission on 1-lighet' Education an+ the National Gommissiori on
the Financing of Postsecondary Education, r example, have both
idepitified These two areas as goals underlying cent federal involve-
ment in' and support of postsecondary education.

The fourth problem area, discussing the implications of/recent fede-
ral policy without controlling for alternative factors, poses a more

question. Insofar as it is possible, an attempt will be made *
to associate implications with federal policy since 1972. Admittedly,
deficiencies in available data, coupled with the absence of controlled
studies of federal policy, make thiswarticularly difficult. This lacuna
must be tolerated, hosseser, and -readers are encouraged to draw their ---own implications about the Federal role.

light of these considerations, the central question will not be one
o bra By assessing the impfieations of federal higher education
polic . Ra iv, a more narrow question will be considered: If the
Federal Coyertnnent pursues its present course, what are the implica,
tions for the 'AChieiement of the two national goals of equalay of op'
portray and is0.1itional health -and diver4sity, which currently
underpin federal insb semencin postsecondary education, particularly
undergraduate educatio 4

EA,ch of these goals will e discussQl sepa?atay. Following a brief
history of the federal role in erms Of hese goals, coupled with a
rationale fox- dieir.sets lug as imp rtant criteria, current progress to-
ward their achievement will be sessed. .4Ullequently4,-. the im-
nieCBate" and Tong -term implications f the ache emeni of these
goals will be discussed in the context .o ederal hi rr eduCation

tt

Equality of Opportunity
The umbrella conce-etof equality of opportunity, as a public

policy, has its roots in the h ritoct Ai( and miss movem us of the
past nvo decades. Through the I G.I. Bill and the Nati al De-
fense Education Act .of 1958, -bleier ,educational, opportunit was

. Widened to accommodate a mei itocratic rtiass society. Particularly

2 7
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.
response to the Cold War of the 195'0's, federal legislation and policy .,

--. ,,greatly'stimulated the attendance of students on the basis of ability,
, . measures especially encouraged -the enrollment of needy stu:

dents itt Ugh r education who otherwise might not have atiended.
l'13-F-Am

In the mi.d1,9 s,however, meritotratic mass education gave way
clo "universal access"' whit t, for Many participants in and observers of
,... .

4 ,514!gher education, was synonymObs withequality of opportunity. As

s..
'initially presented,-the concept implies} more than the attenanci of -

low-incOmestudents; it implied a pluralistic opporiuni to enroll in
,

post-secondary education, regardless of race, sex, age, religion, ity,
. or income. n

This -federal priority of universal access clearly dmerged from the,
Great Society programs of -the last decade. President Johnson's Higher
Education Ac of 1965 provided the first legislation for student assist-
ance for t Ivantaged" by establishing the Supplemental Op-
portunity Grant rogram '(SEOG), the College Wo Study Program'
(CWS), and the Guaranteeil Student Loan Program (GSL). Al-
though _these limited student aid-programs were amply funded,' stu-
dent aid programs still comprisuOnly a to n share of the federal

. e ece 'on of veteran's benefits).Oi

'as,compared with the various other fedeil forMS b[ aid to colleges
and universities.

The 1972 Education'Arnendments marked a major shift in federal
funding by providing legislative authorization for greatly expanded
graOts for low-income students. Federal policy thus has shifted aid
from institutional grants to student grants for low - income students,
especially through the Basic Educational- Opportunity Granc(BEOG)
pro4ram.:The notion of "universal access," through both legislative
mandate and finding, was officially accepted as a majol = ational

goal.
While the concept of universal access was popularized as a catch-,

word, access was frequenflyu associated with the broader notion of

equality of, opportunity. That., is, underlying access was the assump
tion.that entry to higher education would inevitably lead to upward
social niobility'and, implicitly(' to greater social equality., Financially
and socially disadvantaged person;, through access to higher educa-
tion, would ascend the'proverbial socioecnnomic ladder. This line, of
reasoning was captured in an early 'report 'of the Carnegie Coln..
mission on. Higher Education:

Increasingly it is through equal access to educaation that equality of
opportunity in American life becomes possible, but fin1ncial barriers

28
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and deprivation by location, by ethnic group, by age, and by inadequacy
of precollege education still prevent many American citizens from deyelop,
ing their full potential (Qua Itn and Equality, Revised Recommenda-
tons. New Levels of Federal Responsibthty for HiglIer Education 1970.
PP.

.1

The Carnegie Commission admitted that there remained barriers to
access; but like most-observers of the federal role it tacitly assumed,
the removal of these barriers would enSpr-e equalityiOf opportunity for
all students once they' departed academe and entered the world of
work. .

James O'Toole places the relationship between access and gi-eater
social equality in an international context:

0
In the last few years . allot all of the developed nations have sought
to turn schools away from being the instruments of stratification and
toward ming the prime tool for greater social equality. Remarkably,
governments with ideologies 9s diverse as those in Yugoslavia, Spain, and
the Fnited States are attempting to ovide greater equality of occupa-
tional opportunity through increasing ac education (1975, p. 26).

For purposes of amplification, it i opriate here to discuss a
possible.explanation for the widespread belief that access leads in-
extricably to equality of oppOrtunity.

In the early 19704s, the weight of quantifiable evidence clearly docu-
mented a high rate of return to individuals who invested in higher
edpcation. Building on Theodore Schultz's (1960, pp. 571-583) con-
ception of the rate-Of-return analysis of human capital formation,
Gary Becker used tensus data to calculate average incomes.of adults
by educational attainment. Individual Jates of return were then cal-
culated by establishink the costs borne by students and their fdmilies,
including foregone income. Gary Becker (1964, pp. 77 -78) estimated

.
that investment in a college education yielded an average animal rate
of 13 percent, a rate of return slightly higher than the 10 pereent-

' rate of return usually anticipated by private investors.
Drawing heavily on the framework employed by Becker, W. Lee

Hanson and Dayid Witmer calculated individual rates of return for
undergraduate education for the peril 1939 to 19,68 (1971, p. 27).
They determined that by 1968 the individual rate of return was ap-
proximately 11 percent fur holders of the bachelor degree, down from
15 percent in 1939, but similar to the rate of a decade earlier.

On the basis of studies such as these, it was a small step to con-
clude'. that the broad goal of equality of opportunity would be
fostered through a public policy that provided direct aid to needy
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students -who, in turn. would enroll iii hi celtrittion and thereby
progress up the socioeconomic ladder'. Eftar hon (1970; p.
1201), for example, argued that public subsidyof low-income stu-
dents be granted to eligible college matriculants regardless Of ability

- because to do otherwise would only'reinforce a perpetuation of in-
equality in society.

While substantial, rates of return to education suggested public
subsidies to promote the goal, of equality of opportunity, a dominant
question was whether the state or Federal Government shotdd assume
responsibility for funding lower- income students. State-level studies
by Hanson and Weisbrod (19169, pp. 176-191) in California and Wind-
ham (1970) in Florida reached the same conclusion: the existing state
system of support for, public higher education was a failure as a force
for social and economic equality in those states. Although it is im-
possible to generalize across the fifty states on tire basis of this limited
research, one implication of these findings was that only by greatly
increased federal participation could a sohatiOn be found to this
problem. ;

By 1972, it was widely accepted in Congress, although in varying
degrees, that higher'education sholild be a major forCe for encourag-

ing greater opportunity among financially and socially disadVantaged

groups. The Education Amendments marked ,a major shift in public
policy by providing legislative authorization for liberalized giants for
low-income students and a new program of inStinitionar aid related
to those grants. Needy students would be funded on the dual as
sumptions that (1) the'states" could not solve the problem and (2) that
the s bstantial individual rate of return to such student? would
gether dad to an increased equality of opportunity in AmericaiNo-
ciety.1 ,

There are those who argue-that the' goal of access can and should be
separated from the notion of equality of opportunity. Accordingly,
federal policy should only be evaluated in, terms of the former. We
emphatically disagree on the grounds that, the government policy
implicitly suggests not simply equality of educationalyoppor,tunity,
but equality of social opportunity or greater social equality in the

Establishing the intent of legislatiVe actions is 'particularly difficult in those
instances where a direct federal policy i;--not. articulated, as in the case of the
student aid legislation .in the 1972 Education Amendments. For example, there
arc those who view the 1972 legislation as a riieaus of promoting efficiency in
American postsecondary edugtion. OUT operating assumption, which is shared

by many interpreters of the legislation, is that its intent was primarily to en-
' courage equality of opportunity. NA

.3Q;
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larger society, Simply ,put, iris_ appropriate:to .expose the hidden
agenda -surrounding this issue -and evaluate both the narrow -goat of
access and the broader goal of equality of opportunity. As the rck
mainder of this chapter will demonstrate, we can no longer assume
diaraccess leads automatically to greater social equality:

On the basis of this discussion, it follows thAt the implications of
federal policy vis-a-vis thk's goal cannot be es aluated only in terms of
access, but must also be evaluated in terms of greater social equality.
Toward tl-tat end, this chapter will focus on the progress toward the
realization of these dual components of equality of opportunity as
-well as on the relationship of federal policy to the achievement of
these goals.

Progress Toward the Achievement of Universal Access 1
Federal .legislation and funding seldom specify in operational

terms the- goals that are implicit in legislative action. For our pur-
poses, universal access implies that all persons should leave. the op-
portunity to enroll in poItsecondary education. While multiple cri-
teria might be used to assess the achievement of this goal, the follow-
ing criteria (subject to limitations in the data) will be utilized: To
what extent is the student population and the adult population
similar with respect to income level, racial composition, ethnic back-
ground, age, sex, and religion?

Ift )973, the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecon-
dary Education assessed the achievement of the objective of student
access. The Commission concluded that:

1. The postsecondary education objective of student access, when measured
in terms of income. race, ethnic group, sex, and geographic location, is
not Yet accomplished.

a. The participation in postsecondary education of individuals 18-24
a years of age from faujilies earning less than $10,000 per year is .17.3

percent while the corresponding participation rate of families earning
more than $10.000 per year is 38 percent.
I) The' taws of participationin postsecondary education for individuals
from certain racial and ethnic minorities are far below the participation
rates of other Americans.
c. Women are also underrepresented in postsecondary institutions, con-
miming 51 percent of the 18-24 year old age group but only 44 percent
of undergraduate enrollment and 39 percent of graduate enrollment.
d. The location of collegiate institutions best serves those individuals
who live in small metropolitan areas. Those who live to large metro-
politan areas are only somewhat better-served than those who live in
rural areas (1973, p. 17817.9).

A recent study by the U.S. Bureau of Census addresses the issue
of income level and attendance in postsecondary education. Defining
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middleincome as between $10,000 and $15,000 per yeir, the study
revealed that as of 1975 "the slowdown in college enrollment is
sharpest among yo.uths from middle-class families" (Chronicle of
Higher Education Mara 1925, p. 6).

The Census Bureau Study showed that for middle-income families:

. . . the ratio in which 18.to-24-vear-old children were actually enrolled
in college dropped from 43 percent in'1970 to 36 ,percent in 1973. .
Among families with incomes under $5.006where the rates were low to
begin withthat dropoff Tate was smallest of all . .. from 19 percenmin
1970 to 18 percent in 1973 (Chronicle of Aigher Education, May 19,
1975, P. 6).

The study ftrither -noted that students from families with incomes
above $15,000 dropped least of all, froth 56 percent in 1970 to 54

percent in 1973.
While universal access does not imply universal attendance, it is

clear from these data that the goal of more equitable proportions of
groups of differing income levels actually attending colleges is far

ft from being achieved. 'Persons from relatively well-to-do backgroundS
contin10 to attend college at rates far greater than those of students
from niore modesst or low income backgrounds. Although students
from middle levels continue' to attend college at substantially higher
rates than individuals from incomes under S5,000, it should be noted
that both groupsz--not simply low-income groupshave failed to
achieve increased access relative to, the more prosperous segment of
the population. To the extent that reducing disparities between in:

come level and college attendance is a, major vehicle for achieving

universal access, it is apparent that progress has come slowly and may

now be regressing.
A-recent study by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies, based on

their staff estimates of 1974 family income distribution and on fresh-

men family income data, suppdrts this interpretation. The Carnegie
data show that the percentage of enterir g,freshmen from the lowest
family income quartile actually decreased (16.7 percent to 15.3 per-

cent) from 1972 tq 1974 while the percentage from the second quartile
only slightly increased (23.5 percent to 26.7 percent) in the cOrre-

sponding period. The percentage of Geshmen from the third and
highest (fourth quartiles decreased only slightly from 1972 to 1974

(The Federal Role in Postsecondary Education 1975r pr 15).

There is considerable ,disagreement regarding gains in the pro-
portion of minorities now attending higher education institutions on
a full-time basis. According to U.S. Census Bureau data, the enroll-
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ment growth 'of black men increased steadily from 1967 to 1972; in
1974,-it was only 0.5 percent higher than the 1972 level for all college
black men 14 to 34 years of age. The percentage of black tyomen be-
tween 14 to 34 'years of age has 'followed a similar pattern, growing
just 0.5 of one percent from 1972 to 1974 (The Federal Role in Post-
secondary Education 1975, p. 74). Although there was a slo4.ving of
enrollment increases between 1972 and 1974, recent Census Buteau
data illustrate a marked narrowing of the black/white gap in enroll-
ments- In 1969, 236,000 black men attended college; in 1975, 422,000
attended, bringing the black share of male students from 5 to 9 per-
cent (Freeman and Hollomon 1975, p. 26).

Howard University's Institute for the Study of Educational Policy
has recently charged that government reports of sharp enrollment in-
creases of black students have been far too optimistic sand overly
reliant on faulty, inflated data. Their report, Equal Opportunity for
Blacks in U.5. Higher Education: An Assessment (1975), charges that
Ceni'us Bureau data are inflated partly because their surveys are
likely to inflate black enrollment through the tendency of low-income
students to' exaggerate, their educational attainment in order to favor-
ably impress interviewers. 'According to Kenneth S. Toilet, chairman
of the institute's national advisory board: "I'm sure the number of
blacks enrolled has gone up some in the last 'two years, but it
certainly has not been as much as the U.S. Census Bureau has re-
poited" (Winkler, October 6, 1975, p. 1). The problem of obtaining
accurate data on black enrollment notwithstanding, it seems fair to
conclude that the proportion of blacks enrolled in American post-
secondary education has increased substantially in this past decade.

That some progress] s alto being made toward increased minority
group enrollment is revealed in statistics compiled by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. Data from 1972 indicate
the highest enrollments of ethnic minorities to date: in 29 states, the
proportion of undergraduates from minority grolips approached, or
exceeded the proportion of those minorities in the state's resident
population (Winkler, November 11, 1974, p. 1).

In spite of the publicity given open adtnissipns and equality of op-
. portunity, there have been only slight,gains in the number of wo-

men attending higher education on a. full-time basis (The Federal
Role in Postsecondary Education' 1975, p. 74)..However, older men
and women, who have t.raclitionally attended college in relatively
small numbers, are returning to college in far greater proportions
than ever before. In 1969, 536,000 people aged 30 to 34 enrolled in
college; in 1974, 720,000. Fot -persons 35 and over, enrollments in-
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creased by 30 percent to approximately one million'between 1972 and
1974 (Freeman. and Hollomon 1975, p. 24).

Utilizing these multiple criteria, it is clear that progess toward the
achievement of universal access has been giadual and uneven. Mo St
important, the wide disparities between .income level and college at-
tendance have been altered very little. Persons from higher socio-
economic positions, as measured by income level, continue to com-
prise a disproportionate segment of higher education's clientele, while
both to Wer- and middle-income students make up a consistently

smaller proportion of the 18- to 24-year-old age cohort attending
higher education institutions. As reported earlier, lower-income stu-

dents account for only 18 percent of college and university attenders,

compared to 54 percent for students from upper-income"families. The
pattern for women has shown only a gradual upswing in college at-
tendanq relative to their male counterparts. The most substantial

gains in access have been for blacks and other minority students as
well as older students, although these groups are still dispropor-
tionately represented relative to nonminority students an
ditional 18- ts,3.4..yearsold college age 'cohort.

ea of student choice is closely related to universal access. Stu-

dent choice implies that students should have a reasonable choice
among different types of postsecondary institutions. A single criterion
will be employed in evaluating the achievement of this goal: To

. what extent is the student populationin terms of minority back-

ground, sex, and income level---evenly dispersed.among postsecondary

institutional types?
At the _beginning of the 1975-1976 academic year, students of

. minority background,- sex, and income level were not evenly dis-
persed among different types of postsecondary institutions. Although

blacks, for example, have gained substantially more access to higher

education in the last several years, they are underrepresented at large

public universities, where they comprise only 6 percent of the total
enrollment, and at four-year private colleges, where they account for

, 4.2 percent of the student body: These findings on black students,
drawn from Equal Opportunity for Black; in U.S. Higher Educa-
tion: An Assessment (1975), further show that blacks are most likely

to be enrolled in public two-year colleges or in the predominantly

black four-year institutions.
Women and low-income students are ,heavily represented in com-

munity colleges. Private institutions still enroll a large roportion of

students from affluent homes, while "invisible colleges" rimarily en-
.

roll students from middle-income or persons from more m s back-,
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v4t.grounds, as do public four-year colleges. Public multitiniversities tigenerally attract students of middle-income or wealthier means, but 1.t4not as large a proportion of upper-income students as are attractedby the prestigious private universities (National Commission on theFinancing of Postsecondary Education 1973, p. 401).
In the absence of more recent data, it is difficult to make a firm

judgment concerning the degree of student choice. On the basis of
our single criteria, however, it is cafe to assume that student choice isas far from being realized as is the primary goal of universal acc ss.

Universal Access: Present Policy
As the preceding section documents, there has been uneven andgradual, progress toward "the achievement of universal access. This

may be' due in part to individual states that have made substantial
invesirnents in higher education. California and New York, for
example, enjoy a post -high sc176b1 attendance rate of close to 70 per-.
cent (More Than Survival 1975, p. 25). But these two states have
been the exception, and it is the Federal Government that has most

.strongly supported the goal of universal access. This raises the ques-
tion, What are the implications of- current federal policy for the
achievement of universal access?

The federal student aid programs administered by the U.S. Office
of Edu'cation have been effective in improving the_ educational oppor-
tunity for blacks and other minority students. Persons in these groups,
which have. long been denied access to college, -ate now attending
postsecondary institutions in greater proportions than ever before.
The BEOG progrtm, in particular, has permitted many of these stu-
dents to attend college. Although few of the college -based student aid
programs, such as SERG, SSIG, and CWS, have been funded at
authorized levels, current levels of funding have contributed toward a
steady increase in the number of blacks and other minorities attend-
ing college.

Although federal istudent aid monies have increased for under-
graduate students, the level of funding has not been adequate to meet
the educational expenses of the growing pool of eligible student aid
recipients. Sidney N.farland, President of the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board, estimates a $500 million gad between student assistance
programs and demonstrated need of eligible students for the 1974-

'1975 academic year; he projected a gap of $2 billion beti;reen ap-
-propriations and needs-for the 1975.1976 year, given inflation and the
increased 'eligibility of s,tudeliks precipitated by a new, more-generous
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need - analysis formula developed byi the College Scholarship Seryice....

(The Higher &Ili-cation Daily, October 30, 1974):
The leve I g o federal funding has contributed to the slow progress

toward uni-versal access a- mong groups long denied access to post-
secondary education. Low-income students, who are generally eligible

for federq1 support, continue to be ,denied access because of insufficient

funds to cover other educational and family expenses. Also, students
from middle-income families earning $11,000 a year may be unable to

attend even with BEOG grants' and student loans, because of high "

costs.
Unequal funding has further exacerbated the problem of a declin-

ing proportion of middle-incoMe students gaining access to college.

These students, who are disproportionately,represented in higher edu-

cation compared to upper-income students, fire often ineligible fqr
student- aid in the form'of grants. For example, most students from a

family of four whose parents earn roughly $11,000 a year do not

qualify for- a BEOG,grant. Originally, guaranteed loans 1.4,ere the
governments contribution to Middle America; studeiits whose parents

had an adjusted income of S15,000. automatically qualified. Until

recently, they had to pass a rigid financial means test. Thus, even if
middle-income students were able to secure a GSL, for example; these -

loans still' remain insufficient to cover the total costs of college. It is

not surprising, therefore, that the proportion of middle-income stu-

dents attending college has declined in the last several years. While,

the relative proportion of middle-income youth' attending college- is

still subseantially higher than for persons from lower,income back-

grounds, both groups continue 'to be denied access relative to stu-
dents from upper-income families.,

Since enrollment in higher education is tied to a variety of factors

other than financessuch as-educational level of parents, intelligence,

and self-imageuniversal attendance in higher education is very un-
likely (Harris 1973, p. 357). But in spite pf tkge obstacles, to what
extent has recent federal policy, especially Audent .assistance pro-

grams, fostled progress toward universal access? On the one hand,

student aid programs have increased the access of minority and black
students. Thus, there is evidence that adequate and equitable fund-

ing of the current student aid programs can lead to 'greater access 'for

groups now disproportionately ievesented in higher education. On

the other hand, student, aid prOgrams generally are inadequately

funded if lower-income students, the :major target group of federal
policy, are to be encouraged to 'Attend college in greater numbers. In

addition, many mialeincome students are being denied access be-
..
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cause of the unavailability of either grants or- loans to assist them in
covering their college expenses. The implications of current federal
policy are quite clear: federal student aid programs have contributed
to gradually improved acce s for certain groups while access for other
groups remains unchange or limited.

Universal Access: Future Policy
Social scientists and educators have been relatively unsuccessful in

predictipg future :developments in American igher education. Shift-
ing_enr011ment patterns, rising educational sts, and cfihnging public
attitudes toward higher education are onl a few of the factors that

.must be considered in forecasting fuiure t nds. Still, any assessment
of the implications of federal higher education policy should include
a brief treatment of the possible future implications of that

T
policy.,

For purposes of discussion the question might be'aised: What are
the implications of the current federal role for the achievement of
universal access tospostsecondary education in the future?

If the Federal Government continues to utilize- student 'aid as a
vehicle for achieving universal access, it is likely that for some groups,
universal access will come someivhat closer to being a reality. It is
likely that through the fully funded BEOG program low-income
groups will -attend college at increasing rates, comparable to and
possibly exceMing the attendance rates of the traditional college
clientele: This will be especially so if total enrollments continue to
level off and possibly decline. Thus, students from the lowest income
background, because they are realizing a relatively high ;rate- of return
on their college education, may make substantial gains toward achiev-
ing uniVersalaccess. ,

On the other hand, there is little evidence to suggest that the
present federal student ai0 policy will make significant progress to-
ward universal access as long as the programs are consistently.under:
funded. Similarly, unless major changes are made in easing financial
eligibility for st.lidertt aid programs, students from middle-income
families will continue\ to have a disproportionate rate of college at
tenclanee relative to sOclentsfrom Ili:I'm:income families.

There are, of course, a nujniier of factors that may influence the
unevep trend toward universal access, including a rapidly changing
job mark aria the unlikely, thertjgh possible, development of steadily
increasing state student aid assiitance- for lower-income students. But
based on present trends, a more likely possibility is that minority
group students will gradually italize greater atcess while overall low-

,
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/ income to middle-income students will be
of greater educational opportunity. -

Progress Toward Social Equality

s

If universal access suggests 'that. all citizens should have the

11

op-

portunity to enroll in postsecondary insiitutions, greater social

equality implies not only that persons of different ba
have access, btu also will substantially iis p e their socioeconomic
position' because of their pa tion in postsecondary education.

___P_Teasons2=--citei;Mirlre, especially the assumption ,of upward mo-
.bility, WIlitli-Torms the basis of the federal commitment to universal
access, the federal role should also be evaluated in terms of actual
progress toward the realization of this goal. The following criterion
will be employed:. To what extent have stddents., especially from
groups pyeviously denied access to- higher- education, improved their
relative socioeconomic position in terms of economic position and oc-
cupational status through participation in higher education?

Using a variety of measures2the economic status of college gradu-
ates has, in general, been .declining in the past several years. Froth
1969 to 1975, the starting salaries of male graduates in industry
dropped markedly both in real terms and relative to the earnings of
other workers. Accdraing to College Placement Council data, there
has .been a decrease of 23 percent in the real starting pay,,for men
with social science, or humanities degrees, a decline of 21 percent in
thee real pay for beginning B.S. mathematics majors, and of 17 per-
cent for beginning electrical engineers with 'doctorates. The ratio of
college graduate to "hih school graduate incomes has also fallen
sharply in the 1970's. In 1969, for example, full-time 25- to 35-year-
old workers with four or more years of college earned 39 percent more
than workers with four years of high school;_in_ I973,-these same
workers earned onty)23_pejsent-,inorelFreeman and Hollorhon 1975,
p. -

While There are several exceptions to this pattern, notably in busi-
ness administration, the overall decline in_!`real" starting salaries and

lift with only the promise

relative incomes, together with rising educational costs, has led to a
falling rate of return on the college investment. As noted earlier, the
return- ad-Crg-enerally held between 11 to 15 percent for the three
decades prior to 1970; according to several recent estimates, the rate
of return had dropped to 7 to 8 percent by 1974 (Freeman and
Hollomon 1975, 25).

For black college graduates, starting' salaries have risen to parity
with those of wl tes in the early 1970's, after decades of being stib-
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siantially lower. Irkomes of blacks have risen sharply inthe past
several years; during the 1969 to 1973 period, incomes of black
`graduates rose, by 32 percent, 'as compared to 20 percept for white

'graduates. While there are few estimates on the rate of return for
black college graduates, Richard Freeman and.J. Herbert Hollomon
submit that "even pessimistic calculations suggest higher rates for
blacks than -fin ikhites in the 1970's; a return in 1974, for example, on
the- order of 11-12 percent compared with 8.5 percent estimated for
college graduates as a whole" (1975, p. 27).

,Unfortunately, there is a paucity of recent data concerning.the
^ relay_ noluit don of other groups now being encouraged to

attend higher education in greater numbers, especially for low-income
students and other minority group students. To the extent that these
groups have suffered the economic fate of the traditional clientele of
higherhigher education, it is quite likely, that they have not markedly im-
proved their economic ,position. On the other hand,_ they might possi-
bly be realizii an economic rate of return similar to black.- stti-
dents, An indir ct measure of their progress can be made thr?ttgh an 4.
analysis of ,the r lative occupatjonal status of these groups: I. _

Tinning to oc upational statiA as a, second measure _of greater so-
tial equality, it i. beadily apparent that formany,collegegraduates
the tollege job m.rket_has gone from. a boorn to a bust in the brief
it).* Pr,rOughl'y':fi re yeais. A 's-tre'ann of studi6 has carefully docu:
mented that siia perCentiges. Of -college workers have had increas-
ii:Ig difficulty obtaini g eiriploymeA.UPort gradtption.

Nfore ii-nportafit f r our purpOses,- other studies Nave: shown that
recent -college grade t6 are inc etqingly faced with the problem
of underemployment. n 'I971,. or exarnple,'36, percent of male col--

.qr .
j

. rlege gradtiges were i able to find professional, or Itignagertal jobs
upOkt, graduation (O'T ole. 1975, p. 33). Between 1969 and 1974,_ap-

o proximately one third cd the:male and two - thirds of the female giadu-
fates had to accept position; unreratea to their 'college majors, corn-

(
pared with tO perfrent of men and .13 percent \of women in the early
1960c; (Freeman and HollOmon 1975, p. 25). \ 7 .

Largely because the' job market functions To the advantage of those
who have the characteristi s that a, currently seen as attractive to
employers, black college gra Hates have recently' ex:perienced upward
job mobility. Data employe( by Freeman anclH011cimen show that:

e r
r

The share of black graduate obtaining managerial jobsfrom which
blacks hulk historiedls been c eluded jumped from ! percent in 1964
to i 1,..perfcnt"m 169. and then to 19 percent in' 1978 'While. white rep- .

,

resent-4119 in ihana tient was latirely unchanged (1V5, p. 26).
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,College educated women, as a separate group; have fared less well
than blacks in utilizing schoolini to secure occupational advance-
ment. While women have nearly the same educational qualifica-
ti s as men, they are overrepresented in ,some of the.rnost routine
jobs_ the econotity; for example, over 90 percent of all receptionists,
secretaries, telephone operators, seamstresses, and stitchers are_women---
(O'Toole 1973,
-There is little available-data on the current occupational trends_ -

among IOwer-income students who are graduating fromi0flege in
slightly greater proportions than in previous years. In the absence of
comparable data, it seems reasonable to assume that these persons are--- suffering from the same unemployment and underemployment prob-

teems affecting the traditional clientele of higher education. There are
no visible pressures for employers to hire lower-income graduate's.

To briefly summarize, access to higher. eduCation lias led to greater
social equality for a few groups of students. Black college graduates,
and probably other minority students, have improved their occu-
pational statussmh.ch, in turn, has been accompanied by a,rate-..O.f

at exceeds the average rate for traditional college
the market has apparently failed ,to meet the

needs of other groups, especially low-income college graduates. In
turn, the relative economic position of these groups has not sub-
stantially improved as a result of their participation in higher edu-
cation. .

On balance, it is not too difficult to evaluate the current achieve-
ment-of greater social equality through universal access. For some
groups, notably blacks, there is the prospect that universal access pay
indeed lead to greater social equality_ This interpretation, however,
must be qualified for several reasonsEirst; .+';hile black students are
attending college in greater numbers than ever before, they are still
disproportionately underrepresented compared to white students.

Thus, without universal access and increased retention, greater social
equality will continue to be realized by a relatively small percentage
Of blacks. That is, substantial, progress toward the 'achievement of
greater social equality is contingent upon universal access, which is
still far from being realized, even for blacks. Second, a rapidly im-
proving overall socioeconomic position for any group cannot be fairly
evaluated within a span of only five years. At.least' a decade is re-
quired before the progress of blacks can accurately be assessed.

But what of the other groups previously denied access to higher
education? Except for women, where federal pressurts may lead to in-

-
\

turn on schooling t
graduates. However,
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creased mobility, there is no evidence that increased access .leads to
appreciably greater social equality for low-income, middle-income,
and dther students. Indeed, it appears that these groups are suffering
from "the same low rate of return and occupational problems of un-
employment and underemployment that characterize the traditional
clientele of postsecondary education. For many students who hV
been discriminated against, the goal of greater social equality is po
closer to being realized than the gdal of universal access.

Achieving Social Equality: Present Policy
Although federal oliey Award higher education has not it tly

designhted universal a tesg as the vehicle for greater social equality,
it has tacitly assumed t at increased access will lead to greaftr social
equality.. What are the, lications of current federal policy for the
achievement of. greater 1 equality for those groups. that are
relative newcomers to postsecondary education? Federal piolity since
1972 has shifted from institutional to student aid onAlwAsuratption
that improved access. will lead to greater social equality. 'Because
federal polic, is only indirectly (though access} oriented toward the
achievement of this goal, the implications can only be discussed in the

- broadest of terms.
To the, tent that federal student aid programs have resulted in

greater , it appears that certain groups, especially blacks and
other min tes, llave substantially improved their socioeconomic po-

'sift& through participation in higher education: Recent black college
graduates; for exampleare enjoying both a relatively high rate of re-
turn'on their cqllege investment awl occupational status. relative to a
comparable cohort group, namely, white students from all income
levels. .

However,. there is 'no evidence that federal support for lower- or
faiddlt-income students,' wonien, and 'older' students has resulted in
appreciably,greater social equality for these Froups. Confronted with`
the dual problems of unemployment and underemployment that are
confronting college graduates when they enter the marketplace, these
groups are _nor substantially improving theft occupational- status; in
ttrrn, their rate of return has pot contributed to, an improving socio-
economic position.

, Tiiis-lack of progress toward greater social equality Cannot be di-
rectly related tp the.mulliple programs of student aid. 'However, a
government policy. of promoting universal access tlirough student as-
sistalte programs on the premise that it will leiCI ett-eater social

$4
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equality is called' into question. Mobility in the marketplace is in-

creasingly tied to a 'variety of factors,' Oracularly the relative health
of the economy. Because higher education no longer guarantees up.
ward mobility, the impjicit federal commitment to greater social
etitiality must be made explicit for public discussion.

Achieving Social Equality: Future Policy
Of the factors most likely s,o affect the relationship between edu-

cation and mobility; none. is moire crucial than trends in the market-
place. Several researchers have turned their attention to this issue and
their projections imply that the federal role in postsecondary educa-

r tion ought to be evaluated in light of these trends. Because federal
policy continues to assume that education is a major vehicle of up-
ward socioeconomic mobility, any'discussion of the possible future im-
plications of that policy must take '[hose trends into account. For
purposesof discussion:, What are the implications of thy current fed-
eral role for the achievement of greater social equality in light of
projected trends on the relationship between education and Mobility?

;First examine some projections concerning education and socio-
economic

A number of economists have examined 'the r-elationshippbetween
education and the job market, attempting to ascertain if the collapse
of the job market in the 1970's is only a temporary phenomena.
Among others, Richard Freeman and J. Herbert Hollomon, Stephen
Presch, and James O'Toole have concluded that there is likely to be a
long-term charige in thee supply-demand `balanc in the American
marketplace.

On_the demand side, Freeman an& Hollomon have concluded that
the "long-term growth of demand for college worker's decelerated sub-
stantially in the seventies" and is likely to continue (1975, p. 2.7).

Coincident with the leveling off of demand has been a rapid increase
in the supply of college graduates. Stephen Dresch (1975, p. i53) _pre-

dicts that the college educated proportion. of the adult poPidation
(age 25 and over), after rising from 7.7 percent in 1960 to 11 percent
in 1970, can be expected to reach 15 or 16 'percent by 1980o a .4
to 5 point percentage gain over 1970. According to a number of pro-
jections (Freeman and 'Hollomon 1975; Dresch 1975), this combina-
tion of decelerated grosith in demand and increase in supply, and.not
simply, the overall recession or other relatively short-term develop-
ments, suggests that the current unfavorable situation for college
graduates is likely to extend into at least the 1980's. Even the Depart-.
ment of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics (Occupational Manpdwer

T.
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rand Training Needs, Revised 1974) estimated that the number of col-
lege

.

graduates will exceed the number of jobs requiring their skills
by about 800,000 between now and 1985. Based on these predictions,
college graduates in the foreseeable future are unlikely to enjoy oc-
cupational mobility to the extent that once characterizedparticipa-
don in higher, education.

As the college-educated labor market deteriorates over the next
decade, the `relativexarnings gain from a college educatipn can be
expected fo decline (Dresch 1975, p. 253; Freeman and Hollomon
1975, p. 28). An optimistic forecast would be if, the rate of return re-
mains at the current level of 7 to 8 percent; a more likely scenario
would be a drop-to 6,percent.

Based on the preceding predictions concerning job market patternsan rates of return, it is highly probable that, a -high percentage of
college gr3cluates are unlikely to realize greater social equality in
terms of substantially improved occupational and economic status.
The-question remains, To what extent are minority, women, d low
income students likely to experience the same job market sit 'ion?ion?
As noted earlier, prospects for black college rAduates have not beeno
as adversely affected by market trends as those of whites. According. to
one prediction, this pattern is likely to be maintained in the future,
especially given affirmative actioh pressures (Freiman and Hollomon
1975, p. 30). But the American marketplace has ahvays valued "white-
ness" as well as schooling, and? in the absence of sustained federal
pressures for hiring blacks and other minorities, the achievement of
greater social equality for these groups could be impaired.

Unfortunately, there are few projections of the-prospects for'llmv o-
bility among other grdups previously denied access. 1t seems likely,
however, that in the absence of strong federal measures, these grou. ps
too will at best achieve a rate of return similar to the traditional
clientele of postsecondary- education. 'Women may prove, to be ail
except'on b ec eral inftfvention. But what of low-income

s who are now entering academe with the expectation of im-
proving their socioeconomic status? Because of the unavailability of

.good data, it may be hypothesized that lower-income students will con-
tinue to realize relatively low nites'of return on their educational in-.
vestment.

The explanation for this prediction is simply that low - become stu
dents do not and will not have,,h9se characteristici or family environl- *'
ments that are attractive to employers. Consequenily there is no rea-
son to predict that the market; any more in th,efitture than ,at the.. ... .

:-. - t *. '
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prese t time, is likely to meet the memployment and undeiemploy-,
ment'p blems of the lowincome stn ts.

Federa funding has promoted universa 'access through a variety of
student gr nts and loans on the premise that participation in post-
secondary ucation will lead to greater sociafequality. But with the
exception o blacks and other minority students, current and pro-
jected trends on the relationship between education and work.itnply
that the majority of disadvantaged students are unlikely to,reali e
greater socioeconomic mobility. Has the Federal Government, throu

- a variety of student programs designed chiefly to promote the t-

tendance of these groups, failed to Ackritwledge the reality of e

American marketplace? Our own conclusion is that current stud nt
aid assistance, no matter how generously funded, simply cannot as-

, _ sure that groups of students traditionally denied access will, \vial
-4- --treased educational opportunity, realize greater Social equality ih.%

PierNrican society. -`
.. P.

Conclusion: Equality of Opportunity ,,

. There is some evidencrtlat certain groups, such as blacks, have
achieved greater access through recent federal policy. If the federal
governm&it continues to espouse evAlity of opportunity by support-
ing students through the meditim -co student assistance, what is the
likelihood that the nation will move toward the achievement of this
goal? The evidence suggests that progress will at best be slow and at
worst counterproductive. .

. Current student -aid programs are slowly and unevenly affecting the
college plans Of students previously denied access. While blacks arc
continuing to enjoy greater access, other low-income and even middle:
income students are enjoying little if any increased access. Given the
unequal and low levels of funding that characterize current student
aid programs, there is insufficient reason to predict that access to
and retention in higher education will substantialfy ii cease for per-
sons in these gro_-----------'pN,f_u --

In viewing equality o opportunity in the broad sense, however, the
-issue is not simply one -of improved access, but whether the Federal
Government can realistically view access to postsecondary education
as a vehicle of social mobility. To the extent the Government is pro-

freer access to education, it may be paradoxically creating a
situation that can only lead to frustration. For the majority of dis-
advantaged students, the promise of socioeconomic mobility through
education is and shall continue-to be tempered by the realities of
the job market. Current and projected, trends in the job 17narket for
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college graduates strongly suggest that education is not likely to ,con-
tinue to be a major vehicle of upward,mobility.

Thus, it is ,not simply that the tool of student aid has failed to
markedly improve access; it is also that the Government's implicit
goal of greater social equality through' eduCation has become in-
creasingly suspect. 'To the extent that the goal of` achievement of ac-
cess is being unrealized, the mechanism and the level of student aid.
assistance can be questioned. Bue if greater social equality is also a
goal, then the issue 9f the vary legitimacy of that goal arises.Put
simply, can .the Federal Government through ;any program, no mat -

helaigenerously funded, continue in good faith to encourage uni-
versal access gas a vehicle for upward mobility?

-
Institutional Health and Diversity

The first chapter of this essay discussed how the Federal Govern-
ment, beginning in the late 1950's, increasingly viewed a financially
sta stem of higher education as `in the national interest. Un-
precedente .mounts,of institutional aid to both public and private
institutions, fr irect categorical aid to grants for capital construc-
tion, suggested tha e Federal Government was assuming a partial
responsibility for the hea and diversity of the nation's, colleges and
universities.

The-Federal Government h s not explicitly committed itself to the
provision of the financial int grity of postsecondary education as it
has to-universal access; yet it an be interpreted to be a major federal
priority. The following secti n will discuss briefly the achievement of
institutional health and diversity as a context for the more direct
examination of, the federal involvement with this goal.

Progress Toward Institutional Health and Diversity
As a broad goal, institutional health and diversity implies that

postsecondary institutions are sound both financially and educational-
ly. Because of the di culty in measuring educational vitality, it is
necessary to select financial health as both a direct and indirect
method of assessing the. achieve s goal. The following cri-
teria will be employe o what extent have postsecondary institu-
tions in terms institutional type and type of control (public-pri-
vate) maintained the financial stability that was achieved during the
financially prosperous years of the 1960's?

It is not necessary to detail the existence of a financial crW in
American higher education. Earl Cheit (1971, 1973), the Car
Commission on Higher Education, and a variety of groups and in-
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aividuals have all, in varying 1egrees, collected evidence to indicate
that a financial crisis existed. No one'would argue that postsecondary
education, across the entire spectrum of institutions, has maintained
in the 1970's the stability that characterized the 1960's. But financiak
problems have differentially affected .postsecondary institutions and it
is useful to examine these differences and some possible explanations

for the disparities.
Financial distress has seemed most severe within the private sector

where tuitions have risen rapidly. Many private institutions that have
neither high prestige nor specific constituencies have been in danger
of being priced out of the, higher education market. Cheit (1971,

1973) has found that private institutions are hard pressed to offer ad-
ditional aid to low- and middle-income students with each increase in
tuition. Some private colleges that find it difficult to attract students
are'too "small" to practice "economy of scale" and be cost effective

(Smith 1971, pp. 123-142). Costs are higher for private schools than for
public institutions and these higher ,costs cannot be explained by
examining basic differences between the two sectors (Leslie 1973, p.
12). In addition, while tuitton within the public sector has increased
substantially, it does not aPproximate the percentage of cost-of-educa-
tion financing that private tuition provides.

In 195O, the private sector was educating 50 percent of the college
population. By 1975, its percentage share had dropped to 22 per-
cent. In the 1970's, according to Shulman', fifty private institutions
have Closed, fifteen have merged with other institutions, and six have
Become public. During the same period of time, twenty-six new pri-
vate institutions have been established (Shulman 1974, p. 1).

Within the private sector, the m6st prestigious institutions, mean-
ing four-year, selective liberal arts colleges and nationally recognized
universities, have been least affected by enrollment declines. Even

these institutions have not escaped financial difficulties due to the de-
cline in ,research funds, foundation find private gifts, and the effects

of inflation. "Invisible colleges," or the less prestigious private liberal
arts colleges, have faired considerably worse than their selective, more
renowned Counterparts. Still, those "invisible colleges" with a special

mission or directed toward a specific clientele have enjoyed a.some-
what easier time in attracting their needed enrollments and maintain-
ing a semblance'of financial stability. The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching has predicted that such special pur-
pose private colleges will continue to survive: ".. . black colleges, wo-
men's colleges, and some religiously affiliated colleges may fare O.K.
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because of new strength from the link to their particular con-
stituency" (More than Survival 1975, p. 77).

The institutions most affected by financial strain in the private
sector are' the junior colleges. These institutions face severe competi-
tion from low-cost, and in some cases, free public community collpges.
Private two-year college enrollments declined by 3.5 percent for the
1973-74 academic year (Chronicle of Higher Education, December
1974, p. 8), while the public community colleges co' ntinue to grow.

The financial picture is more mixed in the public sector. In some
public institutions, enrollment pressures continue while appropria-,
tions do not keep pace with rising. costs. Many of these institutions
find that for every student not covered with increased funds to meet
the increased cost of education, other cutbacks are required. Still other
institutions, such as state colleges and regional universities, are ex-
periencing sharp market declines in enrollment. Four-year public col-
leges, many of which were formerly teachers' colleges, Have probably
been the most severely hit by-shifts in enrollment patterns, and their
relative financial status has suffered accordingly. Major research uni-
versities have held their financial status relatively constant for the past
several years by maintaining enrollments and attempting to improve
efficiency. As mentioned previously, public community college enroll-
ments have climbed substantially in the past fey years, which has
contributed to a relatively stable financial condition.

There is a considerable difference of opinion regarding the extent.
of the financial problems confronting American postsecondary edu-
cation.' According to some observers, higher education has recently
gone through a recurring series of financial crises, while others view
the current situation in a larger historical context. But nearly all ob-
servers of postsecondary education seem to agree that compared to the
financially prosperous period of the 1960's, the financial stability of
the` majority of postsecondary institutions has declined Markedly.
Further, the diversity of the postsecondary enterprise has been
severelystriiined by the interrelated factors of declining lnrollments
and higher costs that have affected private colleges and universities.
Several institutional types, especially major research universities, both
public and private, have fared relatively well. But at a global level,
the health and diversity of American postsecondary education has
been threatened.

Achieving Diversity: Present.and Future Policy
Earl Cheit (1971, p. 11) has found that4olleges and universities be-

gan to first experience financial pressures by the 1968-1969 academic
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year. During this period,
:,

federal research grants reached apeak and
began to level off in some fields and decline sharply in Others. In
terms of constant 1967 dollars, the amount of federal research grants
leveled off in the early 1970's and by. 1974-1975 were well below their
1967-1968 level (The Federal Role in Postsecondary Education 1974,
p. 18). Federal predcktoral fellowships and traineeships have also de-
clined, from assisting 51,400 graduate students in 1968-1969 to 18,000
in 1974-1975. Expenditures for fellowships and traineeships drOpped
fr m $262 million to $80 million over the same period (The Federal
R e in Postsecondary Education 1975, p. 75).

eclining federal support for research, as a major form of insti-
tiopal support, has been accompanied by an overfill leveling, offof

the rate of growth .of federal funding for postsecondary education.
Following the passage of the 1972 Education Amendments; the pro-
portion of federal monies appropriated for postsecondary education
swung dramatically from institutional aid in the form of research,
training, and grants for special purposes to a variety of student aid
programs. Although state governments, students as consumers, and a
variety of individuals and groups have contributed to the financial
stability, of postsecondary education, the Federal Government has
continued to assume a major responsibility. Insofar as it is possible
to ascertain, What are the implications' of current federal policy,
especially the emphasis on student aid assistance, for the achievement
of a healthy and diverse structure of postsecondary education?

Since the 1972 Amendments, many of the new "disadvantaged"'stp-
dents have been funded With federal BEOG, SEOG, and CWS monies

as well as through guatanteed loans and a variety of other programs.
The federal monies ,that these students, 1rave rm--6'-'vii-mhivnr-e-ctu,-,..---
cation have contributed to the financial health of institutions, espe-
cially in the private sector where tuition and fees rhore nearly ap-
proximate the cost of education. Because general-institutional support'
had previously gone largely to public institutions, students receiving
federal support have indirectly contributed to the financial health of

the private sector. Federal student aid financing tends to favor private
institutions because small institutions, most of -Which are .pfivate, re-

ceive more funding per. student. In addition, students selecting private
colleges tend to receive larger grants than those in public institutions.
This is because the Federal Government, by intent or not, has pro-
vided disproportionate assistance to the private sector through the
one-half cost provision., of the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
program. It should be noted that'this-policy continues to be attacked
by many Imblic institutions as discriminatory against the less affluent
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student who could otherwise cover all or most of his educational costs
within the current $1,400 BEOG ceiling at a public institution.
Finally, student aid has been less vulnerable than institutional
grants to constitutional challenges to government support of private
seitools.The private sector therefore enjoyed some benefits from the
federal support given to disadvantaged students.

Although student aid programs have brought new monies to pri-
vate institutions, there are several factors surrounding this form.
The current levels of federal support suggest that federal, support has
been of little, if any, overall assistance in helping the financially

, troubled private sector.. .
IFixst, the Higher Education Act of 1972 stipulates that federal

funds to institutions must be used only "to, defray instructional ex-
penses in academically related ,programs," and that The institution
"will expend during the acadeinic year for such related programs, an
amount -equal to at least the average amount spent during the past
three years.",The accepted :interpretation of these guidelines is that,
even if funded, these additional monies will not be available to qff-
set deficits but primarily will be used for the disadvantaged students,
fecr 'ted. At the very least, the admission of such students has not

much to alleviate the financial problems of many small private
stitutions because of the added costs pf expanding curricula and in-,

creasing support services needed to serve low-irthome groups, par- ,
Ocularly those of minority races. For many' private institutions, the
promise of federal support thrmh student aid has been tempered by
thr reality o the added.co4,41srciated with educating new students.

econd, th level of ifederal funding of ittident ,aid has done little
to a the problems of ihe financially plagued private sector.
Cheit-(1971, 1973) has found that private colleges, in particular, are
still hard - pressed to provide additidhalAanclal)id money to stu-
dents not eligible for federal or state Protims allot covered ade-
quateNlyby such programs to meet their real expenses. According to
the American,Council on Education, ". . . institutions are annually
pouring mW than $500 million of their own, largely grn restricted,
fundl'into the 'gapft by the inadequacy of funds fziom states and
federal sources" (American Council oil Education May 14, 1974).
Thus in many cases endowment funds or current income fundsehave
been used to supplement aid to students, thereby putting the institu-
don in an even weaker,financial situation.

Finally, federal student aid programs have apparently influenced
students who would otherwise have gone totpublie institutions to
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select private institutions. However, preliminary investigations at the
Center for the Study of Hi:ther Education at the Pennsylvania State'
Univer`sitksuK est that theictual numbers may be quite small (Leslie
1973, p. 13). '

In all likelihood, many private institutions have been affected dif-

ferently by federal policy. There is little evidence to indicate whether
more .prestigious institutiotis,for example, have benefitted more or
less than their lower-status counterparts. It is apparent that federal
st'u&nt aid programs, which earlier' had been viewed as new sources
of,revenue for the private sector, have probably not had the overall'
anticipated financial impact.

It is also doubtful that the recent federaietn hasis on student as-,
sistance has strengthened'the public sector. On the whole, public in-
stitutions have fared better financially than their t.,ate counter-
parts not because of federal assistance through student a programs,
but because of increased state support coupled with lower sth and
more stable enrollment patterns. But, with the federal withd wal
from direct institutional aid, the majority of public institutions
longer continue to enjoy the level of federal support which, especially
in the 1960's, was instrumental in the rapid expansion of a proiperous
public sector of higher education.

Although the focus here has been on viewing the federal role in
terms of increased emphasis on student aid, it should be noted that a
number of othpr federal programs, although few in number and
underfunded, have contributed to the vitality of the postsecondary
enterprise. The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Educa-

--.
don and to a lesser degree the National Institute fo Education have

-stimulated research and academic innovation in both the public and
private sector. Also, the Aid for Developing Institutions Program has
had a positive impact on a relatively small number of institutions,
especially the traditionally black colleges.

By focusing on the major trendein federal policy, it is apparent
2_,that the federal approach to funding postsecondary education through

,student aid, whether funded directly through the student or in it ctly
through the institution, hasnot always served as an effective vehicle
for promoting the health and diversity of posts dary ixstitutions.,
Although student aid fun *n initially seemedro sug st a boon to
the private sector, the iinplemen ion guidelines o the program and
the level of funEling have, at best, provided only mThior assistance to

private instituti ns. In the meantime, the majority of public schools'
have not enjoyed previous levels of federal support.
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Of course, the Federal Government provides only a fraction of the
revenuAf postsecondary institutions. And just as the Federal Gov-
ernment was not the only force contributing to4Sthe growth of post-
secondary education, it should not ecessarily assume the major
burden for maintaining its vitality. But \to the extent that it has as:
sumed a definite responsibility, its policy Should be evaluated in terms
of its contribution to the overall institutional health and diversity of
postsecondary education. On balance, the shift toward student aid has
not served to maintain- a strong federal-commitment tnikgoal. The

,federal promise of the 1960's has been implemented through a...rariety
of student aid programs, funded substantially below authorized levels,
that have contributed little to the overall diversity and quality of
postsecondary education.'

Turning our attention to the future, i is obvious that a number of
important factors are likely to influence the,-,health and diversity of
American higher education in addition to the policy of the Federal
Government* the complementary relationship of the job market and
enrollment" patterns, the overall roie of the states, and the resource-
fulness of persons intimately connected with postsecondary education.
But ifit is assumed that the fu'ilire vitality of postsecondary eau-
caltion is uncertain, then the Federal Government, in terms:of the
current level of funding and the emphasis on student_ aid assistante,
will subtly mole away from a commitment,as a majorguarantee of
the well-being of a diverse structure of postseVotidary education.

Conclusion
To summarize, the Federal Governments provides roughly one-

quarter of institutional income. White feckeral policy has furthered
progress toward universal access, that policy l failed to liClp pro-
mote treater social- equality. The emphasis on student assistance com-
par-ed to direct institutional aid has hot markedly &intributed to the
financial hehlth of the public and priftte sectors. In our 'view, if
federal policy continues to follow its present pattern, the achievement
of bath equality of opportunity and institutional health and di-
versity may be placed in further jeopardy.

. .
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New Directions for Fe.

al Polio

one accepthe two goals. of eu of opportunity" and "in-
stitutional,health and diversity," th" t e .g icy question becomes:
Flow does the Federal Government eco 'le t goals ina coherent
patternfor supporting,American hi her educatio

In' light of our discussion of th imp ations o irrent feder
questioneducation financing, we su mit that a more u

-asked: Should and can th Go rnment sup rt post-
second ry education a instrum4 of "equality of oppor ity"

and be a- oy atant- 'of the "health and diversity%of Amer n

higher ed tro .1 institutions? Depending on the, answer to that
quest , different ye i'cles and different levels of federal funding-are
implied...The following re ciiildos are based upon the implica-
tions of current federal educ i ipolicy and our corollary belieF.ethat

although improved ,access, c nice, and retention are goals worth pur-
suing, higher education sh Ai not and-canna effectively serve as die

major vehicle for re g greater social equality. In short, we' base
our reco endati ns on the interpretation that the Federal Governs

.
ment is a to

, g to accomplish too much and is not succeeding in

its ttemp aken tope h r, these recommenicIftions pffer an alter-

*c n -education policy. Before outlining
k

native to urret ,feder hig
r ,recomrfiendons, it is approp

several majon,cOmmissions conce
y educaticirnand to explicate our g

L

e to review the recommenda-
with the federal role

Principles.'
dons
in pbstsec

A Cornporisom of Tivo
There have been many r

recommeidat.' ns concerning the ro
.postsecondary,e ion, as well as state an
outlined areas of futur deral concern' and initia

. -

a or Reports
it task force reports that have made

the Federal Government in
I titutional roles, and

These ill-
clu The committee for c nomic Development (1973), t

---:
tional inission on the Financing of Postsecondary /Education

. (1973), ilk Cant 'e Council for Policy Sallies (1975), the Newman
Reptnts p971, 1973), i -.._ddition to a number of othe .orts that
have been less widely circiPate.._

As a was, of providing a conteia-for.&:nr recommendations, it is use-

ful to compare several reports that seem ii"rmo-s.t7'aderp.:iateley. reflect the

direction of r cent recommendations concerning tThe-fe al rcire,-and
\.\
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which have already 1124-16a are likely to-have, considerable influence
on federal_po licy-rIn our view, the Carnegie Commission Reports and
the ,New---ritait Reports most gatisfacto. rily, meet this criteria. The Car-

Commi§sion on Higher Education has probably done niore to
influence higher education than any single group in this century. In-
deed,_three provisions of the 1972 Higher Education Amendments
the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants program, the cost-of-in-
struction supplements, and the Fund for the Improvement of Post-
secondary Educationreflected the recommendations of the Com-
mission. The Neyman Reports, which are recommendations to the
Secretary of the DepArtment of Health, Education and Welfare, rep-
resent a ical extrapolation of current trends in federal higher edu-
cation policy.

.In this section, we shall neither summarize these reports nor out-
line them in great detail. Instead, we shall briefly concentrate -on three
major issues regarding the federal funding 'of postsecondary educa-,,,
tion: (I) To what extent should student aid programs be the major
vdticle of federal funding? Should student aid; whether In the Torm
of grants or loans, be'portable so that students could bring their aid
to the institution of their choice? Or should the aid,be dispensed by

--institutions? (2) To what extent should institutional aid4x an instru-
ment of federal funding and in what forms? (3) To what extent'
should the private sector be assisted by the Federal Governmena

-Both reports agreed that because equality of opportunity was the
major federal 'responSibility, Student aid, chiefly in the forra,91 grants .
to lower-income students, should be expanded. In, Quallty,and

t : New Leval' of Federal Responsibility, the Carnegie Com-
following guidelines to achieve the overriding

priont IP achieveme Leducatiolial opportunity.:
fission o 'e

-The three interacting-elements ht....proposed federal aid program to
remove financial barriers are all of greirimportance; financial aid to
s u , r-a- substantial component of grants for low-income students
and a moderately expanded loan program ptiniarily for middleincomestd ts; cost-of-education supplements to institutions; and creation of
new plat o 'accommodate all qualified students (1970, p. 2).

'the
sion recommended full funding

ts., The Newman Report,
id a-s--elie major -ye:

ommendations

Basic Education Opportunity
ost complete attention to studen

." di, even more foiceful 'in its
for uderis.

tu enema' , sluditig_grants a

with
hide of fedei
f fe eral t d

'Both reports comm
J o
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loans, should be portable in:the sense .that students would receive -
their support independentlythe ristititions they chose to attend.

°Portable student aid w tld widen'student choice of institutions and
would motivate itutions to respond more directly to students-The

_ 1971 Newm Report emphatically recommended-portability of stu-
dent aid: "Ptoviding funding through grants accompanying students
,(portable grants) has the advantage of encouraging .a sense of compel
tition and willingness to change as society changes" (U.S. Office of
Education1971, p. 74).

Neither-the Carnegie Commission nor the Newman Reports recom-
mended direct institutional support for postsecondary education._
Both groups recommended that federal grants to institutions hrdi-
rectly related to student grants. To encouragei-O-reges to foster
equality of educational opportunity, the Carnegie Commission recom:
mendeeiha

r'
t the federal government grant cost,of,education supple-

ments to colleges and universities based on 'die number and levels of
students .holding federal grants enrolled in the institutions" (1970,
p. _fi). The first Newman Report recommended more broadly that
"both the state and federal governments pecivide funds to instittt.te .._
tioni (both public and private).in the forimbf grants th accompany
certain categories of students"' (1971, .po. 74).-The Newman Reports--
did not consider otlier types of ins(tutional aid except for recom-
mending categorical grants for innovative programs. Meanwhile, the
Carnegie Commission recommended drat the only other fulids award-
ed institutions. should be for construction ancTSpecial purpose grants,
such as aid for developing institutions. Federal -categorical which-
was previously the major instrument of fecJeral received little
support relative to institutional aid-directly tied testudent grants.
Direct federal . support for -educational expenses, which was recom-
mended by many groups in the late -1960,"!, is not even a.major issue
in hese-and_other major reports. x 'i!

The Carnegie C-ciamission-and the NIewman Task Forces both
acknowledged the educational' contributioivate-instittitions .

and expressed concern abotit the future of private higher education. ,
-Inter view, both groups overlooked the importance to higher educa-
tion of the- private dr. The Carnegie.Commiiiion; however,, recom-
mended state aid to private-institutions in the -form of capi6tion
grants to students attending private schools. The Newman *ports
only recommended that needy students.attending private institutions
should receive additional grants to help defray high tuition coat.
Neither the Carnegie Commission nor the ewman Taik Force sug-
ested that private higher education may require major federal as

AP,
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well as.state su t. For example, neither recommended direct fed-.
eral sponsorship of programs or matching grants to 'states.

In Summary, these recommendations'include several majorte.\S.ne
-for the proposed federal role:

Studerit did programs ,should be expanded as the major,ehicle
for the federal funding of postsecondary education. Studerft aid,
especially in the-form of grants to Jowtincome students and loans to
low-.and middle-income students, is the preferred method of dpectly'
achieving uniskrsal acccess and indirectly supporting postseconda6,

'education. In efft, the Federal Government should finance higher, ,
education throughstudents or, more colloquially, through a "market
model." -

Student aid should'be portable in the sense that studentsshould
'receive support independent of the insti ons ;they' choose to at- c.

ti tend.

The majority of federal institutional aid should be through
grants tied directly to student grants. The remainder of federal in-

-,' 4-stitutional aid should .include only carefully designated categorical
aid programs, such as those to encourage research and, innovation:
The Federal Government should not provide for general instittitionat
support for collegesanduniversities.

The governmental responsibility for private higher education
rests largely with the states. Federal support should not go beyond

I. additional grants to help defray the *her, costs of private educa-
tion.

These recommendations are largely incremental, Emphasizing ra di-
rection in which the Government is already moving. The recom-

` mendations of the Carnegie Council, in particular,-pfobably hastened
these overall trends. Yet even though these two groups and the pre-

. viously meniongcl policy-recommending bodies broadly support the
direction of current federal policy, we propose a set of recommenda-

, tions that offers modified goals for federal policy and alternative
mechanisms of federal funding. Stated below are the principles that
have guided ouj own policy recommendations.,

Guiding Principles
Our recommendations are based on two major principles:

. Basic, support and responsibility for higher educatiori should re-
main with the states and,private individuals. It is, 'however, in the
national`interest to provide strong and corisistent federal support for
postsecondary educatidn.

I 48t.
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The two major priorities for federal.funang /11' her educatinn -
. should be the maintenance of a health and di'ver'se stxtt itre,of post,....''

L., secondary education, and. the realizatiOnNol the goal-of u versalf ac- *

cess. -.
.

The YatiOnale for the first principle will: be 'elaborated in the dis-
cussron of the second. The -rationale for the -seCiand principle s ..

e
serves immediate attention. .

Like many Americans,. we share the berief -that equality of op-,
portunity,is a national goal that should be_encouraged and-,realized
nthroughout American life. It follows that postsecondary education, as.
a major social institution, should be made available to all citizens -1

who wish to participate, 'allowing them, to enjoy the fruits of further
education. The goal of universal acces's, as public policy, represents
a,federal commitment to the achievement of that goal. 4tft tmi-
versal access, both for many new.participants ,in postsecondary edu-
cation and for many public p:61icy-makers, has,nearly become syn-
onymous with greater social equality;, that is, rather than aceesebeing
viewed simply as a_ means of ensuring educational opportunity, ,it is
seen as the Most realistic-way to fmtvide for greater social equality in 7
American society. It has been argued earlier that the current fedetal.
emphasis on access implicitly suggests ,that access is not simply anat-
tempt tO realize 'equal opportunity within postsecondary education,
butt Msp to realize equality.of,opportunity in the larger society.. For both empirical and normative reasons, we submit that federal -

higher education policy.,Should not be-nnilt:around the "broad' con-
.

ception of eqtiality of opportunity. On the.one hand, access tO higher
education is no longer a guarantee of greatetosocial equality. It was,
documented that the highly unstable relatiOnshiP between a college

, ...

education and the job .market had undermined earlier,
,
relationships

.
between education and wort. Thus,, if current patterns continue as
projected, fedeial sukdent aid programs, no matter how generously

,funded, are unlikely to have the previously expected impact, In terms'."
Of leading to greater social equality. Frdm all indications the Federal
Government simply cannot appreciably, affect the "bro d",Conception
of equality of, . opportunity by merely providing/ access to post.
'secondary education. .. .

On the other hand, it is our normative belief that education alone
should not be the vehicle for the redistribution of income and oc-
cupadonal status in American society. The argument of many pro-
Ponents of federal student at programs isthat education, in light of
the unwillingness of the citizenry to change the clistributInn of weidi
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and- opporturiitY throtigh the tax structure, is the only remaining in-
strument to realize the achieVement of equality of opportunity in

are personally_su_pportive of those values,
it is ouctonviction-that the _related issues of equality of opportunity
'and theiredistributiOn of,3malth are Ultimately political questions.

'Ilier's'hotilt1;be'Corifi:"Onted,fn Se. Political system and should not be-,
come the cornerstone of a federal polic:Ohat is ostensibly directed to-

.

:.*:ard the more litirrite4.goal Ofiequality of_educAtional-opporturn
In she'sit,':*submit federaI2higher education ,policy cannot, .

and should not; halt-provide access to postsecondary educa' tio,n and
(eit116r-implititly or eOlicitiy) tharatterize participation in higher
education as the Meat'ffi-of-upwaidliocial mobility. The narrower goal
lof.insuring; access is the more Iegitiantl-reahzable undertaking, .

for the' ederarGoSsernmept. ;Thus for. us the central pro
of combining the gOAs "hisiveqal. access" and "institutional heafth
and: diversity" into a broad _pattern:Of federal funding.

*:

, ... 1,1,..s,
2' 'Recom :'Incrasing.Eedeial supporttfr ,..... ,

Federal' expenditures for higher education baire-viien steadily in
current dollars, although there was a decline i.n constant dollars be-
tween 1.973-1971 and 1974-1975. Our rationale for, increasing' federal
assistance to postsecbndary egucation_ is ,ilie following:

... ;
Increasing federal assistance is'necessary, to help preserve the in-

stitutional 'health and diversity of Postsecondaty, education; withdut
continuing high levels of support, thvOcial benefits of Postsecondary
education can no longer be fully enjoye&by participating) individuals
and American society at large. Although the, responsibility for
funding institutions should continue`to rest with the,states4 is ap-
parent that the majority of-sta. tes will not provide sufficient assistance--_1_

`. to insure the survival of many institatious. Lyman' Glenny," for -,\- example, has argued that future , state governments,-will allocate .
. a decreasing proportion of their bydgets to_clrigher education:

. . wiilr theiexception. of a, fiV state*, the aqportion of the state
bidget going to higher educa _ort.L,Lst l no_greater in 1980 than. it
isThoN,AWhether there are boom. tunes oftid, Republicans or Demo-
crats in qffice" (1973, p.1). Without federa\I support; many'privat6 in-
stitutiops ill to exist.\

Increasin federal assistance- is,necessary -twachieve the goal of
Universal access. urrent federal support, in the form of ..student grants
and loans, has only egun to move the nation toward the achievement'
of 'universal access. Without increasing federal assistance, it ,is doubt-
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ful that -many_ persons historically denied access will have substantial
educational opportunity.

The federal tax structure is a more equitable base of funding
than the state and local structures. The progressiveincome tax now.
apprbpriates the greatest portion of the into tax advantage result-
ing from education to federal, rather an state and local, tax
revenues.

In__ ls_ort, we submit that a siderable increase in funding from_
the federal tax system i scially desirable_and econonritally sound.
This is consistent3 our belief that a substantial social ben* ac-
crues from 'Kestment in higher. education at both public and
priv Institutions.

Recommendation I Expanded. The Federal Covernm-ent's share of
total public financial support of postsecondary education Should be
grad lly increased -1.:)m its present 44.4 percent in 1974-1975 to 50
per ent by the early 1q80:s,(Carnegie Cotincil 1973,,p. 14).

Due primarily to the financial crisis in American postsecondary edtt-

,,_, cation and the slow progress towarct The achievement ofpniversal ac-
-, cess, the Federal Government must Tricreaie is overall level of sup--,

port,- This r commendation4 closely parallels a recent recommenda-

(don of the arnegie Council on policy Studies (1975, p. 14).
This rec mmendation is in the same direction as the Carnegie

Commission and the Newman Reports, as well as most of the other
commission and groups proposing recommendations for the federal
role., In our view, the critical decisions concern the major forms of
federal support for defined national goals. Accordingly, the following
recommendation suggests a new direction for the Federal Government
that differs markedly from the-recommendations of the'other groups.

Recommendation II: Institutional Grants for Instructional Purposes
ajor Vehicla of Federal Support

As discusse e first chapter, direct federal institutional 'sup-
port for higher education, esj ie form of categorical grants
and grants for special purposes; was, in large measure resp
the rapid growthofpostsecondary educationin the last .decade.:But
iii the late 1960's, it was clear that the decade of financial prosperity
in American higher eclucaildriwoulciriot be repeated._ Even though
enrollments lore increasing, educational costs were rising rapidly, To
deal with this situation, attention turned to the possibility of in
stitutidual grants for educational expenses from the Federal GoVern-
ment. The American Council on Education (The Federal Intiestment

5i
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in Higher Education,1967,Federal Programs for Higher Education,
1969), the Association of American Colleges (Federal InstiNtional
Grants for Instructional Purposes, 1968), and The Association of
American Universities (The Federal Financing of Higher Education,
1968) went on record in favor of institutional grants.

According to Howard Bowen:

. The prop°. Sal for institutiopal grants was based on three tad utnptions.
One was that expenditures would continue to ri idly because of

_growing enrollments and rising costs. Another- as that, though federal
categorical aid was desirable, it did little to meet the basic operating
costs of institutions and unrestricted funds were needed as well. The
third assumption was that a steady rise of tuitions would be on principle
socially harmful (Bowen 1974, p. 4).

The Carnegie Commission gave considerable attention to federal
institutional aid (Wolk ,1968: Institutional Aid: Federal Support to
Colleges and Universities, 1972; Quality and Equality: New Levels of
Federal Responsibility for'Higher Education, t968) and-a number of
formtilas were devised that could be used to distribute institutional"
aid., But following the passage of to Amendments, and the
authorization and expansion of the overall student assistance pro-
gram to help realize equality of opportunity, emphasis on the issue
of direct funding to institutions declined. The Federal Government
had adopted a new course of action, and even proponents of institu-
tional aid conceded that there was little they could do. Based on the
implications of the current federal funding of postsecondary educa-
tion, we submit that current federal funding policies should be re-
vamped to include support for direct educational expenses in the 4
form of federal institutional grants. Our rationale is as folliTiFir

Additional operating funds beyond traditional sources of sup-
port are elsential to maintain quality of instruction and more im-
mediately to insure that quality institutions experiencing. financial
difficulty survive. Despite soaring tuition fees, large increases in
philanthropy, and major efforts by the states, the health and diversity
of our postsecondary enterprise has steadily-deteriorated. Although
the majority of states now indirectly support ptiyate 'higher educa-
tyan, these monies Are ipstilhent to maintain. the vigor of the Ai-
vate sector. Withotit'lederiti Support, the ivell-being of pr&ate ighec
education in particular is threatened; ,

General institutional supporf,IS ,counter balance exist-
,

ing federat.institutiOnal laid_Progiams. Federal funds hcry a,Only to
curtain types of instnutiont for.certain,,types/of programs,"and ''many

;< . , 4, .
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institutions are by passe altogether. Other institutions only receive
minor categorical aid for carefully designated purposes, the exception
being institutions involved in the Aid for Developing Institution's
program.

Institutional grants are necessary because federal student aid'
programs, which were designed to simnitaneously provide equal edu-
cational opportunityeand to _assig-postsecondary institutions in meet-
ing their educational- expenses, have failed to accomplish the latter
goal. Despite the compeljing logic of student aid, few institutions
have financially benefited from enrolling disadvantaged students.
Because of rising costs and declining enrollments, the attraction of
hew students with federal monies has not aIwais'had. the Vended

This is especially true in the private sector, where aancial
gains attributable to new students hap)een minimal at best.

Institutional grants are also necessary because federal student aid
programs differentially favor insthutions.Pnly colleges with relatively
high enrollments of disadvantaged students can enjoy the marginal in-
stitutional benefits of feattal-funding via students.

In sununawoire believe that federal institutional grants must be
authorize and funded if the health and diversity of postsecondary

.education is to be maintained. Additional funding for institutional
grants might come in part from the federal monies previously ear-

, marked for veteran's benefits. Due to recent Congressional action,
-t ese benefits will reqUire substantially less federal funding in the
ftiture.

Institutional. grants will be defined as grants made directly to in-
stitutions for general support of the educational program. On "the
basis of qur rationale, we offer the following recommendatiourriOr:, .federal instittiticinal-grant programs.

Recoinrnindation, II Expanded: A substan la' portidn of,federal
support should be through the_mechanjsm df direct institutional
grants to pos,tsecondary institutions. Institutional granf.s in roughly
equal ProPortions should taVe_the forin of cost -of- education supple-
ments and direct jnstitutional grants.

-Title IV of die 1972 Education Amendments had provisions efoi..
cost-of-education supplements for colleges and universities% First
recommended by, the Carnegie .CommiSsion on Higher Education
(1970, p. 21), is legislation authorized that the Federal Government
giant cos f-education supplements to' postsecondar9 institutions.
based the numbers .and levels of students h_ olding federal, grants
-enr ed iq the institutions.. ,
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We recommend that the cost-of-education_supplements be funded
as rapidly as possible for the following reasons. Most important, this
plan will assist colleges, in meeting the increased educational- costs as-
,selciated with educating disadvantaged students. Second, student aid

'does little to solve, and perhaps aggravates, the financial problems of
institutions; therefore cost-of-education allowances would provide a
step in this direction.

Third, they supplements would especially help the financially
troubKd.private sector, at least under current student assistance pro-

,
grams. Private friglieiTe-ducation is in a less competitive position over-
all than is public higher education primarily because of the large
tuition gap- between the two sectors. Recent federal student aid pro-
grams '(3E0G and SSIG) were expected to disproportionately aid
private institutions. Leslie and Fife (1974 p. 667) have found that
when enough student assistance is available, ant recipients generagy
chooie to attend private institutions. Thus under current student as-
sistance programs, accompanying cost-of-education allowances will
contribute to the financial strength of the private sector.

The Carnegie Commission, in The Federal Role in Postsecondary
Education, recommends that "funds should.be provided for the cost-
of-education supplements adopted under the Education Amendments
of 1972, with annual appropriations rising to about $800 million in
constant 1974 dollars by 1979-1980" (1975, p. 51). While we support
the thrust of the Commission's recommendation in this area, we are
less persuaded that cost-of-education allowances, no matter how
generously" funded, will, in a fair and equitable manner,' make a
significant contribution to the health of both the public and private
sectors. Our reason for this position is thy the manner in ,which
federal student aid programs are targeted will result in an inequitable
distribution of student aid funds and thus of cost-of-education allow-
ances. That is, cost-of:eat-flan allowatices following students based
-upon particular student-aid criteria will have the effect of allowing
those students to help determine the fate of many of the nation's
colleges and universities. An artificial "market model," based upon
continually changing patterns and levels of support, will determine
which institutions are to receive the greatest tderaltfunding. Thus,
on the one hand, we view cost-of-edUcation grants as a sensible method

' of providing federal aid to lielv institutions meet the rising edu-
cational costs of disadvantaged students and, at least in the short fun,
a good vehicle for aiding the private sector. On the other hand, given.
the vagaries of student aid finiding and the dangers of a "market
model," it is an inadequate method Of federal funding to help pro-
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vide stability for both piiblic and private higher education, especially
over the long run.

Accordingly, we--reeommend that a substantial- a
institutional aid be funnelled through direct institutional grants in
order to enlist the Federal Government as a partner in meeting future
increases in the educational costs of colleges and universities. A
number of specific formulas were introduced into the debate on in-
stitutional grants in the late 1960's. Howard Bowen (1968, pp. 18-21)
offered a plan in one of the first monographs sponsgred by the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. In the past few years, and
especially following the 1972 Amendments, there have been few al-

ternative formulas introduced. Given this lacuna, we recommend the,
enactment of new legislation that would provide general institutional
support on the following broad' principles:

All nationally and regionally accredited institutions should be

eligible for institutional grants.
All federal institutional grants should be based (in large measure)

on a formula related to full-time equivalent (FTE) enrollment, both
at the undergraduates, acid graduate levels.

There should be a factor iii the formula for institutional grants
that takes into., account the variance of instructional costs according
to the level of instruction.-

The formula should take "quality" into account as a way of re-
warding existing quality and of encouraging other institutions to
strive lot.' excellence.

We believe that institutionalegrants for educational expenses should
complement costfof-education, allowances. By themselves, these sup-
plements will allow institutions to meet the costs associated with edu-
cating the new student clientele. Institutional grants, for reasons cited
earlier, will provide an equitable and broad base in support of the
overall health and diversity of American postsecondary education.

To the extent that the states are unable to ensure the health and
diversity of American postsecondary education, we believe that it is
incumbent upon those, persons and organizations concerned with
American education to 'reevaluate the notion of direct institutional
aid. Since the initial funding of the Education Amendments of 1972,
there has been little evidence of support from the higher education
community for direct institutional aid due to the high priority given
to student aid.,Anothei major explanation for this .is that some view
the current political climate as less than conducive to recommenda-
tions that, in effect, broaden the base of federal responsibility. Others
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fear that federal funds may simply replace funds raised from non-
, federal sources.

Political realities notwithstaritlinvwe believe that the future
vitality or our postsecondary education,s1stem is at stake. Further-
more, the history of federal funding illustraWs that we can build
safeguards to assure that federal funds are not used to. replace other
financial sources. To4cite one example, federal funding for the sup-
port of land-grant-colleges has greatly stimulated both state and pri-'
vate support of institutions founded under the Morrill Act. The _.....--
federal emphasis on supporting postsecondary education chiefly', through disadvantaged students must be challenged. For reasons
cited in the rationale, the issue of institutional aid must be re-
examined. 't

Recommendation III: Student Assistance to Promote Universal,
Access

7 -

In the late 1960's, there was a widespredd sentiment in Congress
t a major goal of federal programs should be .to encourage needy\_11Fraand low-income students to attend college. The 1969 Rivlin report

(Toward a Long-Range Plan for Federal Finaricial'Support for Higher
Education: A Report to tho President, 1969) argued that federal aid
should increasingly take the -form of grants and loans to low-income
students, with ingituticirial aid in_the form_of added cost-of-education
allowances to assist those institutions accepting needy,students. The
1972 Education -Amendment marked,the authorization of the Con-
gressional decision that federal support for higher education -maul
henceforth come primarily through grants to students lgther than
through institutional aid for special purposes deemed in the national

.. ,interest.
In light of our second recommendation, we believe that t e overall

trend of funding postsecondary education chiefly thro h student
grants and loans be reexamined. Yet, it is also our belief that stu-
dent.aid funding should be continued. Our rationale is the folloWing:

Because college attendance N closely related to background
variables, such as ,paiental education and income-level, only direct
federal funding of disadvantaged students will move the nation closer
to the achieilement, of universal access.

Because the Fed.vral Government, unlike- state government, is
supported on a generally progressive tax structure, it is the most ap-
pro.priate level of government to sponsor universal access through
student aid programs.

Because there are many individual nonpecuniary benefits of par-
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tjwcipation in postsecondary educatibfisuch as improved interper-
onal relations, greater political participation, and better mental
ealth. (Withey 1972)disadvantaged students must be assured the

fruits of further education.
Federal funding through student aid programs, however, should

not be construed as a federal commitment to education as the vehicle
though which greater social equality in the larger society can and
should be achieved. Far -too many disadvantaged have attended and
currently are attending college on the premise that attendance will

lead to greater social mobility. While the Federal Government has
not explicitly funded student aid programs on this assumption, this
premise has subtly underpinned the recent federal emphasis on stu-
dent aid assistatice. We Believe that student aid programs should be
funded' solely for _the phrpos of equalizing educational opportunity,
so that persons previously denied access can also enjoy the benefits of

postsecondary education.

Recommendation III Expanded: Direct institutional, support for
postsecondary education should be complemented by student ,aid pro-

grams for disadvantaged students, especially the
CWS programs.

In general, we submit that student
on the following broad principles:

,All persons disproportioately denied access to postsecondary edu-
cation because_of income level and educational background, regard-
lest.oriace, ethnic background, sex, and age should be the main
recipients of federal student aid programs.

Private as well as public institutions should
sisted.

Student aid progranIs should not serve as the only major me-
chanism for the funding of postsecondary education.

There are 'a number of existing federal student aid programs that
meet this criteria. In our view, three in particular are the most prom-
ising of the student aid programs, although modifications in their
features and changes in the level of funding are necessary.

The Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG) program is,

we believe, a preferred federal strategy because these grants are al-
located solely on the basis of need. However, there are several prob-

lems with the existing BEOG program. First, the eligibility conditions

are too restrictive. For example, very little BEOG aid can be received

by a student from a family of four with an income above $9,000.
Second, the provision requiring that grants may not exceed 5,0 per-

OG, SSIG, and

a programs should be funded

indirectly" be as-
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cent of th udents' cost of attendance does not go far enough toward
ensuring 'equa of educational opportunity. Third, the funds ap-
propriated for the G program have been inadequate. In .1975-
1976, for example, only $ illion has been appropriated. Based on
these limitations, we recommeii iat the eligibility conditions of
BEOG be liberalized, the program be re ctured to cover all nonin-
structional costs, and that federal appropriaton BEOG be sub-
stantially increased. These recommendations, though specific,
closely parallel the recommendations concerning BEOG in the recent
publication of the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Edu-
eat* (1975, p. 29).

We also urge adequate funding of the State Student. Incentive .
Grant (SSIG) program. The. primary reason for this recommendation
is that we believe that state governments as well as the Federal Gov-
ernment should provide financial aid to both private and public in-
stitutions. In many -cases, it, is not perceived to be in a state's eco-
nomic interest to fund private institutions, often because many of the
stu ents are from out of state and/or the existing public institutions
are suffering from a cOmbination.of rising costs and enrollment losses
and require strong .support. SSIG grants. would further encourage the
states, many of which already have effective student aid programs, to
continue supporting students' at all institutions, and at increasingly
higher levels. Federal funds currently made available under the SSIG
Program have encouraged 41 states to adopt scholarship programs.
Although there have been problems of inequity in the allocation of
funds for the College Work Study (CWS).program, we also believe
that it has proven to be a successful form of both student aid and in-
stitutional-support.

inally, wl are not suggesting that other federal student aid pro-
grams, especially the Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grants
Program (SSEOG) and NatioUal Direct Student Loan Program
(NDSL), be left unfunded. However, we do believe that the remain
ing federal student grant and loan programs should be reexamined
and perhaps eliminated in a move toward previous recommendations
for institutional aid.
" Although student aid has been recommended as a vehicle, for the "
federal support of universal access, we have "recommended moving
away from student aid as the only major vehicle of funding post-
secondary education. Our reasons, relate to the preferred goals of
federal policy and the most appropriate means, of achieving them.

In stating our guiding principles, it was made clear that the go
,,
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of-institutional health- and diversity sho. uld be equal in im rnee to

. universal access. While federal student assistant rought federal

monies--to._postseconclaryinstitatio ,, our position, for reason
elaborated upon earlier, that institutional grants are a better means
of federal support to Maintain a healthy ,postsecondayy enterprise.
To the extent*that these two goals are-of equal importance, institu-

tional grants should complement, rather than be replaced by,..student

aid programs. for'disadvantaged students.

go

*.t
,A widely held.point of view is that student ains the logical federal

vehicle both for. promothig" access and encouraging instipitional
health. Accordingly, a muc11 publicized government strategy is the

,stimulation of competition among institutions. The B.
Opportunity Grant program and the phasing-but of institutional aid
have ostensibly been-the vehicle through which the government en-
courages .institutions tb compete.- for students, thereby insuring the
"survival-of-the finest." This "market model' is in otj view a poor
method of insuring a healthy' and vigorous public and ,privatesector.

'of higher education. Larry Leslie, a critic ',Of the market model.,
philosophy, offers a viewpoint similar-to our own: ,

Total or near 'total .funding of higher educatfon thropgh student vouchers '-
niay represent ,good economics. but it represents pope."hipef education"

. Other social functions may he cast aside when a 'social institution is
placed on a market s)stcm. Nesertheless, the temptation does exist
win higher education compictay upside down and shake it, so severe, is
present disillusionment with the system (1973, p. 46).

.

Federal student assistance programs have .especially, failed to meet.the
resource needs of private higher education. Without direct federal
aid, many private and public institutions may find it impossible to
continue if left to the vagaries of the marreTert------
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.Conclusion

We support current feileral policy to the extent thk the best' al-
= 'rotation of resources-A° postsecondary education and the best use of

resources by the system will result from a policy of stabilized public
support for 14ier education. MoreOver, we support current federal

',quriding of,,a'.Variety of student aid programs as a way of moving to-
ward the achievement of -universalaccess. At the same time, we do not

'believe that student aid programs should be funded on the premise
that a toll tegree is a meditim,of social mobility for disadvantaged
stu s. As discussed earlier, it is our belief that the Federal Gov-
ernment should not and cannot effectively ,fund sttdent` aid pro-.
grams as a way of realizing greater social equality in American so-
ciety Purdifferently, student aid programs should be funded solely as
a tool through which disadvantaged students can-continue their eduA
cation. We are optimistic that the existing student aid programs,
modifications and additional federal funding, will help to re that
'every student capable 4f benefiting from higher ed ion will have
the opportunity and incentive to continue r his ethication. At
the same time, we recognize that even the current emphasis on
student aid, progress toward the a evement of univetsal access has
.been gradual and uneven..

We have also recop, ended a major shift in the federal role
by advecating fetter: tsupport in the form of cost-of-education al-

, lowances and histitutional-grants for direct educational expenses. The
latter ptoposal is c rary to current federal policy, the recommen-
dations of mo of the major commissions, and the widely-shared
sentiment' ainst increasing federal funding of postsecpndary insti-
tutiop: Heretofore, federal funding for institutions has taken the

rfii of categorical gran'tsand grants for special purposes. While we
are not opposed to traditional /orms of institutiopal funding, we be-
lieve that without direct fedeial support, the hearth and diversity-of_
,Postiecondary education is at issue, especially that of private higher
educat-idn. Student aid proiritris.no matter how amply funded, are
inequitable and are an ineffective method of preserving the financial
integrity of postsecondary education.. .

Therefore, a different direCtion in federal policy is recommended.
Federal policy should he,alterted .q, reflect a major commitment to
the health and diversity of public and private higher education
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America. This is not a recominendation to, place renewed emphasis

on the old indirect-forms of institutiorial aid. The intent is to con
sider the po,ssibilities of cost-of-education allowances and institutional
grants,for general educational support as ways of federal support for
the goals of universal access and institutitinal health and diversity.
Although gradual progress toward univ,ersal access may occur, strict

reliance on student aid programs implies a standard of achieviment

that may, lead, wonly disillusionment among those institutions that
survived and marhave become increasingly homogeneous. A vigorous

and diverse system' of postsecondary education requires more direct

federal support.
7u O intent in this monograph tray been to review federal higher
cation policy, discuss the iniplkations of that poliCy, and offer

broa of recommendations concerning federal support, with a

focus on the dergraduate level;To the extent that we have ad-

dressed the central s regarding the federal role, in part by ques----.

tioning trends in recent fe olicy, we 'hope to stimulate a more
imaginative and thoughtful dialog con the purposes Of federal

higher education policy and the most effective m their imple-

mentation.
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